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ABSTRACT
Significant limitations affecting agriculture production within smallholder heterogeneous
agro-ecosystems in East Africa are insect vectors and their associated viruses. This study
aimed to identify plant viruses circulating in crops, particularly legumes beans (Phaseolus
vulgaris L.) cowpea (Vigna ungulate L.), groundnut (Arachis hypogaea L.) and sweet potato
(Ipomea batata L.). In addition, whitefly diversity of both Bemisia tabaci and Trialeurodes
vaporariorum was determined.

In legumes, two members of the Potyviridae family were identified: bean common mosaic
necrosis virus (BCMNV) and cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV). Subsequent
phylogenomic analysis using the near-complete genome of BCMNV and CABMV resolved
two well-supported clades in BCMNV and one supported clade for CABMV. Analysis of
selective pressure determined that both BCMNV and CABMV were under slow evolutionary
rates (Chapter 2). Groundnut rosette virus (GRV) (Umbravirus) was identified in groundnut
and phylogenetic analysis using open reading frame 3 (ORF 3) and 4 (ORF 4) resolved three
main clades, which were in concordance with the geographic sampling sites of the sequences
(Chapter 3).
In sweet potato, both whitefly and aphid-transmitted viruses were identified as a single mixed
infection (Chapter 4). The four viruses identified were: sweet potato feathery mottle virus
(SPFMV) (genus Potyvirus, family Potyviridae), sweet potato virus C (SPVC) (genus
Crinivirus, family Closteroviridae), sweet potato chlorotic stunt virus (SPCSV) (Crinivirus,
family Closteroviridae) and sweet potato chlorotic fleck virus (SPCFV) (genus Carlavirus,
family Flexiviridae). Recombination events were present within SPFMV with recombination
breakpoint occurring among three genes: Nla-Pro, coat protein and P1.There was a lack of
iii

concordance between clades resolved by the genome tree, gene tree and the coalescent
species trees. However, SPCSV and SPCFV phylogenetic trees resolved similar clades to the
genome and coalescent species tree, but this was not the case for SPFMV and SPVC.
Selective pressure analysis of all the viruses showed strong purifying selection (Chapter 4).

Phylogenetic relationship and population changes within the whitefly T. vaporariorum with
both Kenya and global sequences identified 16 haplotypes (Chapter 5). There was an
overlap in haplotypes across all countries. Overall, T. vaporariorum formed a single
monophyletic clade identified as (1) with a subset of the Kenyan sequences forming a nested
clade identified as (1a). Analysis using migrate-n gave evidence of recent gene flow between
the two identified clades. Population structure analysis did not suggest evidence of population
differentiation between countries.

Three gene loci, mtCOI and two nuclear genes shaker cognate w (Shaw) and RNA
polymerase II (RNApoly II) were used to determine the phylogenetic relationship of B. tabaci.
Five putative species were identified in the western highlands of Kenya- sub-Saharan Africa
(SSA), SSA1, SSA2, SSA3, Uganda and New World 1 based on mtCOI sequences. There
was no evidence to support population expansion of B. tabaci within sampling sites nor was
spatial distance implicated in determining the genetic structure of B. tabaci in the western
highlands of Kenya. However, there was evidence of gene flow within the three gene loci,
but the direction of gene flow was not consistent (Chapter 6).

A single whitefly vector RNA-Seq method was developed (Chapter 7) and used to
characterise both bacteria endosymbionts and viral sequences of B. tabaci. The bacteria
endosymbionts identified were the primary endosymbiont Portiera aleyrodidarum and
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secondary endosymbionts Arsenophonus, Candidatus Hamiltonella, Wolbachia and
Rickettsia (Chapters 7 and 8). Two putative viral-like reads were also identified. A positive
ssRNA (+) virus Hubei virga-like virus (unclassified) and negative ssRNA (–) virus Lishi
spider-like virus (family Chuviridae). It was not possible to determine whether they were
accurate viral reads due to difficulties in assembling the complete viral genome and the low
percentage sequence similarity (Chapter 8).

In conclusion, we identified the first near complete genomes of seven different viruses and
determined their associated phylogenomic relationships. Moreover, this thesis reports the
highest number of putative B. tabaci species and a distinct T. vaporariorum population in
Kenya. However both vector metatranscriptomics and virus metagenomic analysis did not
reveal an overlap between identified viruses within the viral-infected host plants and those
present in B. tabaci. It is therefore likely that whiteflies are not the predominant vectors of
legumes in the western highlands of Kenya. This study, therefore, fills a critical knowledge
gap, particularly in understanding the association between viruses, their evolution, and the
probable role of whiteflies within smallholder heterogeneous agro-ecosystems. Future studies
should complement findings from this study through; conduction more extensive sampling
and sequencing of several insect vectors to better achieve an overlap between plant viruses
and insect vectors.
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CHAPTER 1
1.1 Importance of agriculture in sub-Saharan Africa
Agriculture is the primary economic activity within sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) (Berg,
Blankespoor and Selod, 2018). In the East Africa region, more than 70% of the population
depends on agriculture (Roger et al., 2013; Shimeles et al., 2018). Over the last 30 years,
agricultural production in Africa has equalled that of South America; however, it remains
below that of Asia (Loebenstein and Thottappilly, 2010; Roger et al., 2013). One of the
significant reasons associated with the lag in agricultural production within SSA, in
particular, are insect vectors and their associated viruses (Kreuze and Valkonen, 2017).
Uncontrolled viral diseases account for production losses of between 30 and 100% (Mangeni
et al., 2014; Worrall et al., 2015; Mwaipopo et al., 2018). In SSA, insect vectors of
agricultural importance include aphids (Kinyanjui et al. 2016; Wamonje et al. 2017), whitefly
(Bemisia tabaci (Gennadius) and Trialeurodes vaporariorum (Westwood) (Tajebe et al.,
2014; Legg et al., 2014; Wainaina et al., 2018; Mugerwa et al., 2018) and mealy bugs
(Zeddies et al., 2001; Fermont et al. 2009; Yonow, Kriticos and Ota, 2017). Economic losses
within smallholder farms, attributed to infestation by both insect vectors and their associated
viral diseases, are estimated to be $US30 billion globally (Sastry and Zitter, 2014).
In this study, the insect vectors of interest are the whiteflies: B. tabaci (Gennadius,
Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae) and T. vaporariorum (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae). Whiteflies are
important agricultural pests with a global distribution (Anderson et al., 2004; Lapidot et al.,
2014). Their agricultural importance is associated with damage caused during feeding on
plant phloem, which results in the production of honeydew (Colvin et al., 2006; Prijović et
al., 2013; Eigenbrode, Bosque-Pérez and Davis, 2018). Honeydew serves both to reduce
transpiration and as an inoculation point for saprophytic fungi, which grow over the leaf
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surface reducing photosynthesis (Colvin et al., 2006; Macfadyen et al., 2018). Whiteflies are
associated with the transmission of more than 600 viruses, 100 of which are of significant
agricultural importance (Jones 2003; Polston, De Barro, and Boykin, 2014; Lu et al., 2017).
In SSA, these viruses affect several important crops, in particular, cassava (Manihot
esculenta Crantz) and sweet potato (Ipomea batata L.). In these two crops, several whiteflytransmitted viruses have been reported, including cassava mosaic virus (CMV) (Legg, 1999;
Naseem and Winter, 2016; Tairo et al., 2017), cassava brown streak virus (CBSV) (Hillocks
and Jennings, 2003; Maruthi et al., 2005; Ndunguru et al., 2015; Alicai et al., 2016), sweet
potato chlorotic stunt virus (SPCSV) and sweet potato chlorotic fleck virus (SPCFV) (Ateka
et al., 2004; Tugume et al., 2016a; Mulabisana et al., 2018).
1.2 Agro-ecosystems within the highlands of Kenya
The agro-ecosystem on smallholder farms within the highlands of Kenya are highly
heterogeneous due to the mixed cropping systems. Here, maize (Zea mays) is the main crop,
which is intercropped with legumes such as common beans (Phaseolus vulgaris L.), cowpea
(Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp.) and groundnuts (Arachis hypogaea L.). Other crops within
this cropping system include cassava, sweet potato and indigenous vegetables. Smallholder
farmers prefer this form of cropping system, due to several reasons. This cropping system
reduces the risk of complete crop failure in the case of diseases or pest outbreak, and it
maximises the available land and manual labour (Mucheru-Muna et al., 2010).
1.3 Crops of interest within the agro-ecosystem
1.3.1 Common beans (Phaseolus vulgaris L.)
Common bean is one of the most highly consumed legumes globally (FAO, 2012). More than
300 million people consume beans within East Africa and South America, mainly as a source
of protein and iron (Broughton et al., 2003; Blair et al., 2010). In East Africa, the highest per
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capita consumers of beans are from Burundi, Rwanda and Kenya (Blair et al., 2010). In these
countries the estimated consumption ranges from 33–66 kg/person annually (Blair et al.,
2010), but are likely underestimated. In Kenya, most of the bean production is confined in the
western highlands (Katungi et al., 2009; Nordenstedt et al., 2017). A significant limitation of
bean production is pests and viral diseases (Wortmann et al., 1998; Hillocks et al., 2006),
particularly whiteflies (B. tabaci and T. vaporariorum) (Beebe et al., 2011) and aphids
(Ogenga-Latigo, Ampofo, and Baliddawa, 1992; Worrall et al., 2015; Wamonje et al., 2017).
The main viruses reported in beans within SSA include bean common mosaic virus (BCMV)
and bean common mosaic necrosis virus (BCMNV) (Mangeni et al., 2014; Worrall et al.,
2015; Mwaipopo et al., 2017). Viruses that infect beans have caused production losses of up
to 100% (Worrall et al., 2015). These viruses have also been previously identified within the
western highlands of Kenya (Mangeni et al., 2014).
1.3.2 Cowpea (Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp.)
Cowpea belongs to the Fabaceae family and is native to Africa (Carvalho et al., 2017).
Africa is assumed to be the centre of origin, with its wild relatives (V. unguiculata ssp.
unguiculata var. spontanea) identified (Pasquet, 1999; Gibbs et al., 2008; Menssen et al.,
2017). In SSA, cowpea is consumed mainly as a source of protein and essential amino acids,
lysine and tryptophan (Timko et al., 2008; Carvalho et al., 2017). The dried seed, as well as
immature pods and leaves are consumed within SSA and are considered highly nutritious
(Carvalho et al., 2017). In the western and eastern highlands of Kenya, cowpea leaves, as
well as their immature pods, are used as vegetables. It is also used as animal feed (Carvalho
et al., 2017). Most cowpea production in Africa is within the drier regions of SSA. This is
primarily due to cowpea’s drought tolerance and ability to grow in soils with poor fertility
(Elowad and Hall, 1987; Timko and Singh, 2008). In Africa, more than 20 viruses affect
cowpea production (Thottappilly and Rossel, 1992; Bashir and Hampton, 1996; Odedara and
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Kumar, 2017). The cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV) (genus Potyvirus) and
cowpea golden mosaic virus (CGMV) (genus Begomovirus) (Thottappilly and Rossel, 1992;
Mbeyagala et al., 2018) transmitted by aphids and whiteflies, respectively are the most
devastating (Thottappilly and Rossel, 1992; Odedara and Kumar 2017).
1.3.3 Groundnut (Arachis hypogaea L.)
Groundnut is a self-pollinating legume that is cultivated globally (Janila et al., 2013). It
belongs to the family Fabaceae (Bertioli et al., 2011). The centre of origin of Arachis is
Central America, but it has also been found in Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay. Native
relatives of Arachis have been collected in the highlands of Brazil (Gregory, Krapovickas and
Gregory, 1980; Simpson, Krapovickas and Valls, 2001). Exploration of the Spanish and
Portuguese to South America resulted in the cultivation of groundnuts in Europe. This was
then followed by cultivation in Africa and Asia, which was dictated by the migratory trade
routes (Tallury, 2017). The primary reasons for its cultivation and consumption include
production of edible oil, protein source for humans, and as an ingredient of most animal feeds
(Kana et al., 2013). Africa and Asia account for >95% of global groundnut production
(Reddy, Reddy and Anbumozhi, 2003). The production levels in Asia and Africa surpass all
other grain legumes (FAO, 2018). However, a disparity remains between potential and
realised yields across different cultivars (Janila et al., 2013), which is likely due to the
prevalence of viruses, including groundnut rosette virus (genus, Umbravirus) in SSA, peanut
bud necrosis virus (PBNV) (genus, Orthotospovirus) in India, peanut stripe virus (PStV)
(genus, Potyvirus) in East and South East Asia, and peanut clump virus (PCV) (genus,
Pecluvirus) in West Africa (Nigam et al., 2012). In addition, common insects that infest
groundnuts include aphids, whiteflies and thrips (Nigam et al., 2012; Mandal et al., 2017).
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1.3.4 Sweet potato (Ipomoea batata L.)
Sweet potato is a root crop that originated in Central and South America. It was subsequently
dispersed to North America, Asia, Europe and Africa (O’Brien, 1972; Gichuki et al., 2003;
Campos and Caligari, 2017). The introduction of sweet potato to Africa and India occurred in
the early 1500s. In Africa, it is thought to have come via two main routes: (1) by the
Portuguese via Mozambique and Angola, around the 15th and 16th centuries (O’Brien, 1972;
Gichuki et al., 2003; Muñoz-Rodríguez et al., 2018) and (2) by the British colonialists and
missionaries around the 19th century (Williams et al., 1990; Gichuki et al., 2003). Currently,
China and East Africa produce 87% of sweet potato globally (FAO, 2010; Raymundo et al.,
2014). However, much of China’s sweet potato production is used as animal feed, while in
East Africa it is primarily used for human consumption. In Kenya, production of sweet potato
is mainly in the western highlands (Ateka et al., 2004; Opiyo et al., 2010; Maina et al.,
2017b). Production levels in Asia are double that of smallholder farmers in Africa
(Loebenstein, 2010) and may be due to the spread of viral diseases across the cropping
system. The primary mode of propagation of sweet potato is through vegetative propagation,
especially in East Africa. A significant limitation of vegetative propagation is that it can
spread viral diseases from the stock plants. Insect vectors further exacerbate this, e.g. aphids
Aphis gossypii, Myzus persicae, A. craccivora and Lipaphis erysimi, and whiteflies B. tabaci
and T. vaporariorum (Tugume et al., 2008; Navas-Castillo et al., 2014; Adikini et al., 2016).
Multiple viruses affect the production of sweet potato and come from various viral families,
including sweet potato feathery mottle virus (SPFMV, genus Potyvirus, family Potyviridae),
sweet potato chlorotic stunt virus (SPCSV, genus Crinivirus, family Closteroviridae), sweet
potato mild mottle virus (SPMMV, genus Ipomovirus family Potyviridae), sweet potato virus
C (SPVC, genus Potyvirus family Potyviridae) and sweet potato chlorotic fleck virus
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(SPCFV, genus Carlavirus family Flexiviridae) (Tairo et al., 2005; Tugume et al., 2016a;
Kreuze and Valkonen, 2017; Maina et al., 2018).
1.4 Viruses affecting crops of interest within agro-ecosystems in Kenya
1.4.1 Family Potyviridae
The family Potyviridae accounts for up to 30% of all known plant viruses and more than half
of all virus-related crop diseases (López-Moya, Valli and García, 2001). Potyviridae are
positive single-stranded RNA viruses (+ssRNA) within eight genera: Potyvirus, Rymovirus,
Bymovirus, Ipomovirus, Tritimovirus, Macluravirus, Poacevirus and Brambyvirus (LópezMoya, Valli and García, 2001; Wylie et al., 2017). Potyvirus is the largest genus (LópezMoya, Valli and García, 2001; Wylie et al., 2017). The primary mode of transmission of
Potyvirus is through insect vectors, which include >200 aphid species, whiteflies and mites,
as well as through infected tubers or true seeds (Olspert et al., 2015).
The genomic organisation of the Potyvirus includes a +ssRNA that is covalently linked on
the 5’ terminal end with (VPg) protein and a polyadenylation with a poly(A) tail on the 3’
end (Chung et al., 2008; Wylie et al., 2017). Viral species within the Potyviridae family
encode a single open reading frame (ORF) that translates to a single polyprotein. The mature
polyprotein is subsequently cleaved to produce ten mature virus proteins, with similar
function and organisation across most members of this family. The proteins and respective
function include: P1 (symptomatology), HcPro (aphid transmission), P3 (pathogenicity),
6K1, CI (ATPase/RNA helicase, cell-to-cell movement), 6K2 (anchoring the viral replication
complex to membranes), Nla-Vpg, Nla-Pro Nlb (genome replication, RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (RdRP) and coat protein (CP) (aphid transmission, virus assembly, cell-to-cell
and systemic movement). There is also a second open reading frame called the PIPO
(virulence dependency) (Urcuqui-inchima and Haenni, 2001; Chare and Holmes, 2004; Cui et
al., 2017). Moreover, all the genera have an extra ORF referred to as PIPO, which overlaps
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the P3 encoding region of the polyprotein in the –1/+2 reading frame (Chung et al., 2008).
Several viral species within the genus Potyvirus are of interest in this study and are described
below.
1.4.1.1 Bean common mosaic necrosis virus (BCMNV)
Bean common mosaic necrosis virus (BCMNV; genus Potyvirus, family Potyviridae) is one
of the major viruses affecting common beans (Phaseolus vulgaris) within sub-Saharan Africa
(Mangeni et al., 2014; Mwaipopmo et al., 2017; Nordenstedt et al., 2017; Mwaipopo et al.,
2018). Production losses attributed to this virus are estimated to be up to 100% if left
uncontrolled (Worrall et al., 2015). BCMNV genomic structure and gene function are typical
of other members of the genus Potyvirus. It is a single-stranded +ssRNA virus that forms
flexuous rod-shaped virions (Ivanov et al., 2014). The virion particles are 750 nm in length
and 11–13 nm in diameter. The average genome size is 10 kb long with a polyadenylated 3’terminal end (El-sawy, Mohamed and Elsharkawy 2014; Worrall et al., 2015). The primary
mode of transmission of BCMNV is through infected seed stock and viruliferous aphids
(Hampton, 1975; Worrall et al., 2015). BCMNV and its close relative, bean common mosaic
virus (BCMV, genus Potyvirus, family Potyviridae), induce similar symptoms, such as
mosaic, dwarfing, chlorosis and leaf curling within infected beans (Flores-Estevez et al.,
2003; Meziadi et al., 2017). In SSA, recycling of seeds for planting is prevalent, thus
providing a continuous source of virus (Katungi et al., 2009; Mucheru-Muna et al., 2010).
Recycling of seeds and viruliferous aphids are implicated in triggering BCMNV outbreaks,
particularly on smallholder farms in SSA.
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Figure 1. Chlorosis symptoms observed on common beans within fields in the western
highlands of Kenya.
1.4.1.2 Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV)
Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV) (genus Potyvirus, family Potyviridae) is a
significant virus affecting cowpea production in SSA (Bashir, Ahmad and Ghafoor, 2002;
Asare-bediako Vera and Asare, 2018; Mbeyagala et al., 2018). Estimated production losses
attributed to CABMV range from 13–87% within SSA (Bashir, Ahmad and Ghafoor, 2002).
The CABMV filamentous particles range from 727–765 nm (Lovlsolo and Conti, 1966; Nsa
and Kareem, 2015). Genomic organisation of CABMV is typical of other members of the
genus Potyvirus. It is a positive single-stranded RNA (+ssRNA) virus enclosed within a coat
protein forming a flexuous rod-shaped potyviral particle (Shukla, Ward and Brunt, 1994;
Mlotshwa et al., 2002). The total genomic length of the CABMV is ~10 kb. On the 5' end, the
viral protein (VPg) is attached while the 3’ end is polyadenylated (Hari, 1981). CABMV is
comprised of a single open reading frame (ORF), which is expressed into a single polyprotein
from which ten mature proteins are obtained. The genes present, organisation and functional
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roles are typical of members of the genus Potyvirus. CABMV is transmitted in a nonpersistent manner by several aphid species (Mlotshwa et al., 2002; Correa et al., 2015).
Moreover, it is postulated that the wild relatives of cowpea within native vegetation in Africa
are potential viral sources for CABMV. These wild relatives are assumed to act as CABMV
reservoirs (Gibbs et al., 2008; Garcêz et al., 2015). The severity of CABMV on infected host
plants is dependent on the cowpea cultivar. However, typical symptoms include mosaic,
mottling and vein banding (Bock, 1973; Bashir, Ahmad and Ghafoor, 2002).
1.4.1.3 Sweet potato feathery mottle virus (SPFMV) and Sweet potato virus C (SPVC)
Sweet potato viruses within the family Potyviridae genus Potyvirus that are associated with
reduced sweet potato production in East Africa include SPFMV, sweet potato mild mottle
virus (SPMMV, genus Ipomovirus family Potyviridae) and SPVC, genus Potyvirus family
Potyviridae) (Tairo et al., 2005; Maina et al., 2018; Mulabisana et al., 2018). SPFMV,
SPMMV and SPVC are typical of Potyvirus. They are mainly flexuous, non-enveloped, rodshaped particles that are 680–900 nm long and 11–15 nm wide (Urcuqui-inchima and
Haenni, 2001; Revers and García, 2015; Mingot et al., 2016). They contain a single open
reading frame that is approximately 10 kb and transcribe ten genes in the same order and
function as other members of Potyvirus (Urcuqui-inchima and Haenni, 2001). The primary
mode of transmission is through viruliferous aphids mainly Aphis gossypii, Myzus persicae,
Aphis craccivora, Lipaphis erysimi as well as the whitefly Bemisia tabaci (Gibson et al.,
2004; Tugume et al., 2008; Navas-Castillo et al., 2014). In addition, vegetative propagation
of sweet potato is an alternative mode of virus transmission within smallholder farms (Clark
et al., 2012; Adikini et al., 2015; Adikini et al., 2016; van Vugt and Franke, 2018). The
majority of sweet potato associated viral diseases are attributed to co-infection of multiple
viruses (Valverde, Clark and Valkonen, 2007). The most devastating disease in East Africa is
the sweet potato virus disease (SPVD) (Tairo et al., 2005; Nhlapo et al., 2018), which is
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caused by co-infection of the two main viruses SPFMV and SPCSV (Ateka et al., 2004; Tairo
et al., 2005; Kreuze and Valkonen, 2017). Production losses due to SPVD are estimated to be
>50%, making it the most devastating disease of sweet potato (Karyeija et al., 2000;
Loebenstein, 2010; Kreuze and Valkonen, 2017).

1.4.2. Family Closteroviridae
1.4.2.1 Sweet potato chlorotic stunt virus (SPCSV)
Sweet potato chlorotic stunt virus (SPCSV) belongs to the family Closteroviridae, genus
Crinivirus (Kreuze, Savenkov and Valkonen, 2002; Nhlapo et al., 2018). The primary mode
of transmission of SPCSV is through whiteflies (Bemisia tabaci) (Navas-Castillo et al., 2014;
Tugume et al., 2016a). The presence of SPCSV is required for manifestation of SPVD (Tairo
et al., 2005; Godfrey, Settumba and Samuel, 2017). Genomic organisation of SPCSV
comprises a +ssRNA that encodes for two open reading frames, ORF1a and ORF1b (Kreuze,
Savenkov and Valkonen, 2002). The ORF encodes for several domains, which include a
papain-like proteinase (P-Pro), methyltransferase, helicase (ORF1a) and an RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase (RdRP) translated from (ORF1b) (Kreuze, Savenkov and Valkonen, 2002;
Qin et al., 2014). A single infection of SPCSV within sweet potato results in milder
symptoms than those observed for SPVD. Characteristic symptoms include chlorotic spots
and purple and yellowing of middle and mature leaves (Gibson et al., 1998; Adikini et al.,
2016).
1.4.3. Family Flexiviridae
1.4.3.1 Sweet potato chlorotic fleck virus
Sweet potato chlorotic fleck virus (SPCFV, family Flexiviridae, genus Carlavirus) is a
+ssRNA genome (Aritua et al., 2007, 2009). SPCFV has filamentous particles of 750–800
nm long by 12 nm wide (Aritua et al., 2009). The SPCFV complete genome comprises 9,104
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nucleotides (nt) containing six putative open reading frames (ORFs) (Aritua et al., 2009).
However, its genomic organisation differs from other Carlaviruses, with <40% amino acid
similarity with other members of the Carlaviruses (Aritua and Adipala, 2004). Viral
replicases are encoded in ORF1, while ORF2–ORF4 encode the triple gene block (TGB)
proteins (TGB1, TGB2 and TGB3). ORF 5 encodes for the coat protein (CP). ORF6 encodes
for a putative nucleotide-binding protein (NaBp), which is also referred to as cysteine-rich
protein (CRP) (Deng et al., 2015). The whitefly vector has been implicated as the likely
vector of SPCFV transmission (Aritua et al., 2007), but this is yet to be confirmed (Aritua et
al., 2007; Tugume et al., 2016b). Typical symptoms include fine chlorotic spots on the sweet
potato plant, and co-infection with SPCSV pathological symptoms are usually milder than
those observed in SPD (Tugume et al., 2016b).
1.4.4. Genus Umbravirus
1.4.4.1 Groundnut rosette virus (GRV)
One of the major limitations in groundnut (Arachis hypogaea L.) production are viral
diseases, particularly groundnut rosette disease (GRD) (Naidu et al., 1998; Okello et al.,
2017). GRD has been implicated in economic losses of up to $US150 million in SSA
(Waliyar et al., 2007; Appiah et al., 2016). GRD epidemics can result in up to 100% losses in
production (Naidu et al., 1998). GRD is attributed to the co-infection of three main agents:
groundnut rosette assistor virus (GRAV; Family, Luteoviridae), groundnut rosette virus
(GRV; genus, Umbravirus) and a satellite-RNA (satRNA) associated with GRV (Waliyar et
al., 2007; King et al., 2012). The satRNA assists in the encapsulation of GRV into a coat
protein that is absent in GRV. This allows for persistent transmission of GRV by Aphis
craccivora (Naidu et al. 1998; Appiah et al., 2016). These three agents combine within the
aphid (Aphis craccivora) (Waliyar et al., 2007) and facilitate transmission of GRV to the host
plant. The genomic organisation of GRV shows that it is a positive single-stranded RNA
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virus (+ssRNA) with four open reading frames. The approximate genome size is 4,030 nt
(Taliansky et al., 1996; Usman et al., 2015). ORF 1 and ORF 2 are located on the 5’ end of
the genome. They are then translated to produce a single protein RdRP. ORF 3 is involved in
long-distance movement of the virus in the infected plant (Taliansky et al., 1996). ORF 4
facilitates cell-to-cell movement of the virus. ORF 3 and ORF 4 overlap each other
(Robinson et al., 1999). The symptoms observed within GRD infections are mainly
characterised by chlorotic and green rosette-like features on the leaves of an infected plant
(Fig. 2) (Deom et al., 2000).

Figure 2. Groundnut rosette virus-like symptoms characterised by mottling and yellowing of
groundnut leaves in the western highlands of Kenya (photo credit: J. Wainaina)
1.5 Insect vectors found within the agro-ecosystem in Kenya
Most plant-infecting viruses are dependent on insect vectors to transmit them across host
plants (Whitfield, Falk and Rotenberg, 2015). Insects of interest in this study are whiteflies of
the species complex B. tabaci and T. vaporariorum as they have been reported within crops
of interest (beans, cowpea, groundnut and sweet potato) in this study.
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1.5.1 Bemisia tabaci (Gennadius) (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae)
Bemisia tabaci (Gennadius) belongs to the family Aleyrodidae and is recognised as a species
complex of more than 35 species that are morphologically indistinguishable (Boykin and De
Barro, 2014; Tocko-Marabena et al., 2017; Macfadyen et al., 2018). The different species are
implicated in the spread of different viruses (Boykin et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013; Polston, De
Barro and Boykin, 2014; Rosario et al., 2014). The phylogenetic relationships between all
global B. tabaci isolates has resolved several main groups: Asia I, Australia/Indonesia,
Australia, China (China 1 and 2), Asia II (1–8), Asia II-India, Italy, sub-Saharan Africa (1–
4), Uganda, New World, Africa/Middle East/Asia Minor, (Mediterranean, MEAM1,
MEAM2, Indian Ocean) and JPL (Boykin et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013; Elfekih et al., 2017).
The sub-Saharan African clade that is prevalent within the Africa region has further been
grouped into eight main clades based on mtCOI and six groups based on SNPs generated
from NextRAD (Wosula et al., 2017).
Divergence estimation using the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase I (mtCOI) between
putative species revealed intraclade divergence of between 0 and 3.4% (Dinsdale et al., 2010;
Tay et al., 2017). Divergence ranged from 3.1–5.5% in MEAM vs. MED to 15.7–16.5% in
SSA4 vs. MEAM1 (Boykin et al., 2013; Tay et al., 2017). Moreover, mating studies were
conducted to complement divergence estimates. These studies revealed that copulation
between different putative species is not common, but when it occurs, the F1 progeny are
inferior to the parents (Liu et al., 2007; Xu, De Barro and Liu, 2010; Wang et al., 2011;
Boykin et al., 2018).
In East Africa, the majority of whiteflies collected are from cassava, and cluster within the
sub-Saharan Africa 1 (SSA1), sub-Saharan Africa 2 (SSA2) and South West Indian Ocean
Island (SWIO) clades on the global phylogenetic tree (Sseruwagi et al., 2006; Mugerwa et al.,
2012; Manani et al., 2017; Tocko-Marabena et al., 2017; Mugerwa et al., 2018).
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Most of these whiteflies have been collected from the cassava host plant. There are few
studies that have identified B. tabaci within alternative host such as common beans, cowpeas,
sweetpotato, groundnuts that are of interest in this study. However, most of the B. tabaci
putative species exhibit differences in their host plant, geographical location, and potential to
transmit viruses (Abdullahi et al., 2003; Sseruwagi et al., 2006; Tocko-Marabena et al.,
2017).

Figure 3 Bemisia tabaci on cassava (Manihot esculenta (Cranz) (photo credit L. Boykin)
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1.5.2 Trialeurodes vaporariorum Westwood (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae)
Trialeurodes vaporariorium is considered a single species, based on mtCOI and internal
transcribed spacer (ITS) sequences (Roopa et al., 2012; Cavalieri et al., 2014). Phylogenetic
relationships using the mtCOI sequences indicate a single well-supported monophyletic clade
(Roopa et al., 2012; Kapantaidaki et al., 2014; Ovčarenko et al., 2014). T. vaporariorum is
associated with the transmission of some plant viruses of the genera Crinivirus and
Torradovirus (Navas-Castillo et al., 2011; Navas-Castillo, López-Moya and Aranda et al.,
2014). The Criniviruses tomato chlorosis virus (ToCV) and tomato infectious chlorosis virus
(TICV) are of major economic importance in tomato production globally (Wisler et al., 1998;
Wintermantel et al., 2009; Czosnek et al., 2017). In Africa, ToCV and TICV have been
reported in Morocco and South Africa (EPPO, 2005) and, more recently, in greenhouses in
Sudan (Fiallo-Olivé et al., 2011; Mohammed et al., 2017). These viruses have a broad host
range beyond tomato (Fortes, Moriones and Navas-Castillo, 2012; Tang et al., 2017).
Production losses attributed to T. vaporariorum transmitted viruses such as SPCSV constitute
a significant constraint on sweet potato production in Kenya. Uninfected sweet potatoes yield
50% more than SPCSV-infected sweet potato (Ateka et al., 2004; Miano, LaBonte and Clark,
2008; Kreuze and Valkonen, 2017; Nhlapo et al., 2018).
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Figure 4 Trialeurodes vaporariorum (Greenhouse whitefly) on common bean (Phaseolus
vulgaris L.) (photo credit: J. Wainaina)
1.6 Virus transmission dynamics by insect vectors across host plant
The successful transmission of a virus from one host plant to another is dependent on the
ability of the insect vector to survive away from the preferred host plant (Blanc and
Michalakis, 2016). Insect vectors provide a suitable environment for survival of the virus, as
it transits between host plants (Blanc and Michalakis, 2016). Both B. tabaci and T.
vaporariorum are also promiscuous feeders that feed on multiple host plants (Colvin et al.,
2006; Macfadyen et al., 2018) as plant phloem is their primary source of nutrients (Ng and
Zhou, 2015; Maluta, Fereres and Lopes, 2017). Two crucial processes occur during feeding.
Firstly, virion particles are acquired from a virally infected plant by the insect through its
stylet. This results in the whitefly becoming viruliferous. The viral particles are retained
within the stylet through either mechanical or molecular interactions. The viral particles are
finally deposited within host plants (Ng and Zhou, 2015).
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Insect vectors use two main routes for viral transmission, either circulative or non-circulative
transmission (Mauck et al., 2012; Prado Maluta et al., 2017). The non-circulative mode of
transmission involves the retention of the virus within the stylet for a few hours (Mauck et
al., 2012; Prado Maluta et al., 2017). This mode of transmission is favoured by generalist
viruses, which subsequently invade multiple plant cells. A key advantage of this virus
transmission approach is that it increases the probability of transmission of the virus by
multiple insect vectors. An example of a generalist virus transmitted through this mode is
cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), which is transmitted by aphids.
Circulative transmission of viruses involves retention of the virus within the stylet for longer,
ranging from days to the entire life cycle of the insect vector (Bragard et al., 2013; Czosnek
et al., 2017). Viruses that undergo circulative transmission migrate through the gut of the
insect vectors entering the hemolymph and diffusing into the salivary glands (Ng et al.,
2011). These viruses then aggregate within the salivary glands and insect gut; however,
replication does not occur (Gray and Banerjee, 1999; Bragard et al., 2013; Blanc, Drucker
and Uzest, 2014; Blanc and Michalakis, 2016).
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Figure 5 The primary modes of viral transmission by the insect vectors (Image courtesy:
Blanc and Michalakis, 2016)
1.7 High throughput sequencing (HTS) for viral detection
Detection of virion particles within plants or insect vectors faces multiple bottlenecks. These
include difficulty in culturing the viruses, inadequate diagnostic tools, and biosecurity
regulations that would otherwise prevent the conducting of biological experiments (Wu et al.,
2015). To address this limitation, high throughput sequencing (HTS), commonly referred to
as next-generation sequencing (NGS) (Mokili, Rohwer and Dutilh, 2012; Massart et al.,
2017; Shi et al., 2017), has been used in viral diagnosis. HTS has the advantage of detecting
several viruses simultaneously within the sample without prior knowledge of which viruses
the sample might contain. In addition, HTS is relatively fast and has high accuracy (Kircher
and Kelso, 2010; Wu et al., 2015; Ibrahim et al., 2018). Several sequencing platforms are
involved in HTS. The most commonly used platform is Illumina which can sequence a read
length up to 2×150 base pairs paired-end while generating 5–1000 Gbs of data during a rapid
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run mode (Wu et al., 2015). Combining this sequencing approach with advanced
computational biological techniques has lead to the discovery of numerous viruses (Rosario
et al., 2014, 2015; Wamonje et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2017).
1.7.1 Plant metagenomic for virus discovery
Large national surveillance studies for plant viral diseases have primarily depended on either
field observations coupled with molecular diagnostic markers (amplification of single loci) or
serological diagnosis of known viruses (Ateka et al., 2004; Ambrós et al., 2017). The advent
of HTS for viral diagnosis provides several advantages. Firstly, it eliminates the need to
design primers targeting specific viruses (Roossinck, 2017). Secondly, it allows for the
detection of multiple viral co-infection of both known and unknown viruses present in the
host plant (Kircher and Kelso, 2010; Deurenberg et al., 2017). Finally, it enables the
detection of both complete or nearly complete viral genomes (Kehoe et al., 2014; Alicai et
al., 2016). Two main diagnostic pipelines are used in virus discovery using a metagenomic
approach. The first approach involves pooling the samples, ideally those of the same species.
This is then followed by extracting either of DNA or RNA from the pooled samples and
subsequently sequencing this sample pool (Roossinck, Martin and Roumagnac, 2015). This
approach has the advantage of allowing numerous samples to be sequenced and is useful
when screening large numbers of samples (Rosario et al., 2014; Roossinck, Martin and
Roumagnac, 2015; Shi et al., 2017). A major limitation of this approach, however, is that the
assembled viral sequences can only be used for presence/absence diagnosis procedures;
attempts to conduct evolutionary relationship analysis from such viral contigs could be
misleading. This is due to the possibility of numerous viral quasi-species or generation of
chimeras during the assembly of viral reads from different source plants.
An alternative approach involves the extraction of DNA or RNA from individual samples and
preparing individual libraries for each sample. Each of the samples is dual-indexed using
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specific and distinct barcodes before pooling the libraries. This approach is preferred in cases
where the viral sequences are meant not only for viral identification but also for subsequent
evolutionary studies. This reduces the risk of chimeras within the assembled viral genomes.
However, a major limitation of this approach is the cost of sequencing. Currently, a single
rapid run on a Hiseq 2500 with single flow cell, with 24 samples per lane costs an average of
$US5, 500. However, this metagenomic approach is the most efficient, especially in cases
where the objective of the study is more than just viral identification. Several viral
metagenomic studies have used this approach for both identification and evolutionary
analysis (Kehoe et al., 2014; Ndunguru et al., 2015; Maina et al., 2017a; Bernardo et al.,
2018).
1.7.2 Insect metatranscriptomics analysis
Sap-sucking insects are ‘flying syringes’ picking up different viruses within the agroecosystem. The use of vector metagenomics involves sequencing the insect vectors collected
from different host plants. The primary aim of this approach is to unmask the insect
virosphere and reveal potential viruses that could be vectored by the insects as they move
between host plants. This approach has been used in several studies to detect both plant- and
insect-associated viruses (Rosario et al., 2014, 2015; Wamonje et al., 2017). Using these
sequencing techniques, numerous nascent viruses have been discovered (Shi et al., 2016;
Schoonvaere et al., 2018). This metagenomic approach has revealed a rich viral diversity
within insect vectors of agricultural and human importance (Shi et al., 2016). However, most
of the viruses identified to date are either latent or asymptomatic in insect vectors (Shi et al.,
2016; Schoonvaere et al., 2018). There are, however, reports that important agricultural
viruses have been identified within insect vectors (Rosario et al., 2014, 2015; Kamali et al.,
2017; Nakasu et al., 2017). This study used combination of both insect metatranscriptomics
and plant metagenomics to explore for viruses in both insect vectors and viral infected plants.
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1.8. Evolution of viruses within agro-ecosystems
The ultimate goal of virus evolution is to ensure viruses can replicate in the host cell,
resulting in the successful production of progenies (Holmes, 2009). In addition, it ensures
that viruses successfully colonise their new environment. There are three primary drivers of
virus evolution: mutation, recombination and natural selection (Duffy, Shackelton and
Holmes, 2008; Biek et al., 2015). This study explores these factors to determine the evolution
of viruses identified in this study and which was the main factor driving this evolution.
1.8.1 Natural selective pressure
Viruses, especially RNA viruses, undergo multiple mutations during the replication phase.
Thus, their evolutionary rates (sub/site/year) are considerably higher than cellular genes
within their host (Duffy, Shackelton and Holmes, 2008; Pybus and Rambaut, 2009; Leung et
al., 2017). These nucleotide mutations may result in no change in amino acids (synonymous
substitution per synonymous sites (dS)) or a change in amino acids (non-synonymous
substitution per non-synonymous sites (dN)). The resulting changes may lead to either
positive selection (dN/dS > 1), purifying selection (dN/dS < 1) or neutral evolution (dN/dS =
1) within the genome (Nielsen and Yang, 1997; Zhou, Gu and Wilke, 2010; Spielman and
Wilke, 2015). These changes can be further quantified to determine the evolutionary rate of
the virus. Rapid evolutionary rates can lead to new viral strains circulating, while slower
evolution rates provide stability in the viral population.
1.8.2 Recombination
Recombination is defined as the process where two viruses combine within the same host cell
and exchange genetic material (Pérez-Losada et al., 2015). Recombination occurs within
species and, in some instances, between species (Revers et al., 1996; Chare and Holmes
2004; Karasev and Gray, 2013). Recombination events are associated with increased viral
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fitness of a viral population over time. This is achieved by accruing advantageous traits while
expunging deleterious characteristics (Elena, Fraile and García-Arenal, 2014). These
advantages include increased host range, nascent viral strains, change of vector, increased
virulence levels, change in tissue tropism, and evasion of the host immune system (Martin et
al., 2011; Simon-Loriere and Holmes, 2011; Pérez-Losada et al., 2015).
Recombination events are not homogenous across the virus genome. Some genetic regions
within the genome have a higher propensity to recombine. They are therefore considered
recombination hot spots (Urbanowicz et al., 2005). Recombination events are classified
depending on the genome region in which they occur, thus resulting in three main kinds of
recombination events (Pérez-Losada et al., 2015). The first form of recombination is
homologous recombination, which involves recombination within the same site on both viral
parental strands (Lai, 1992; Pérez-Losada et al., 2015; Arenas et al., 2017). Non-homologous
or illegitimate recombination occurs in different locations of the genetic region generating a
unique structure (Lai, 1992; Galli and Bukh, 2014). The third form of recombination is
referred to as shuffling or reassortment that mainly occurs within segmented viruses
(Robinson et al., 2011; Dennehy, 2017). It is less frequent in RNA viruses but has been
adversely reported within DNA viruses (Robinson et al., 2011).

1.9 Phylogenetic relationship of whitefly vectors and viruses
Molecular phylogeny involves estimating the evolutionary relationship among sequences and
their ancestors, and establishing divergence times from their common ancestor (Pagel, 1999;
Patwardhan, Ray and Roy, 2014). On the phylogenetic tree, the branching patterns represent
the aggregate accumulation of several traits within each sequence. These traits include
phenotypic, genetic, behavioural, or phenological differences across different evolutionary
lineages (Pagel, 1999). Establishment of these evolutionary relationships has primarily been
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based on either the maximum likelihood method (ML) as described by Felsenstein (1985) or
the Bayesian method (Yang and Rannala, 1997; Huelsenbeck et al., 2001).
1.9.1 Bayesian phylogenetic inference
Bayesian phylogenetic analysis involves combining the prior probability of a phylogeny with
the tree likelihood to obtain the posterior probability distribution of the tree (Huelsenbeck,
2001; Douady et al., 2003). This is based on Bayes’ theorem. The optimal tree is selected as
the tree with the highest posterior probability (Yang and Rannala, 1997). The posterior
probabilities are estimated using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) or Metropolis-coupled
MCMC (MCMCMC) (Larget and Simon 1999; Douady et al., 2003). This approach has been
used to determine the ancestry and divergence of B. tabaci (Boykin et al., 2013; Boykin,
Savill and De Barro, 2017; Mugerwa et al., 2018) and the relationship across different viral
species (Gibbs et al., 2008; He, Guan and He, 2017; Braidwood et al., 2018). Various
software are outfitted for Bayesian phylogenetic analysis, including MrBayes (Huelsenbenk
and Ronquist, 2001), ExaBayes (Aberer, Kobert and Stamatakis, 2014), RevBayes (Hohna et
al., 2016) and BEAST2 (Bouckaert et al., 2014).
1.9.2 Maximum likelihood phylogenetic inference
Phylogeny inference using the maximum likelihood (ML) was first proposed by Felsenstein
(1981) and Guindon and Gascuel (2003). The tree topology with the highest likelihood score
is considered the most appropriate hypothesis of the evolutionary relationship of the given
dataset (Felsenstein, 1981; Serdoz et al., 2017). The main advantages of using the ML
estimate is the robust statistical framework on which it is premised. Given a sufficient
amount of sequence data, the ML topology is almost always correct. Furthermore, ML allows
the evaluation of several hypothesis tests on the phylogenetic trees (Whelan, Liò and
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Goldman, 2001; Yang, 2007; Huerta-Cepas, Serra and Bork, 2016). A significant limitation
of ML is the extensive computation time required, especially with large datasets.
1.9.2.1 Hypothesis testing using maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees
The ML phylogenetic allows for the formulation and testing of different hypotheses using the
likelihood ratio test (LRT) (Huelsenbeck, Crandall, 2011). Several hypothesis questions can
be formulated that include a) Are the clades on the phylogenetic tree under equal or different
evolutionary rates? and b) Are the rates of synonymous (dS) and non-synonymous (dN)
substitutions similar? Statistical significance between two models is determined using the
LRT that follows a χ2 distribution with q degrees of freedom (where q = difference in the
number of free parameters between the alternative and null hypotheses) (Huelsenbeck and
Crandall, 2011; Yuan et al., 2016). Hypothesis testing and subsequent evaluation of statistical
significance are essential in determining the evolutionary rates across different viruses (Alicai
et al., 2016; Tugume et al., 2016a). Hypothesis testing approaches have also been used in
insect vectors to answer various biological questions (Eirín-López and Sánchez, 2015). The
only precaution when carrying out hypothesis testing is the ability to define both the null and
alternative hypothesis accurately, and to satisfy the assumptions of the hypothesis test.
In this study this methods was used both in viruses and whitefly vectors identified to
establishing their evolutionary relationships. In addition testing establishing various evolution
hypotheses within the viruses identified.
1.10 Population genetics of insect vectors
1.10.1 Genetic diversity of whitefly (B. tabaci and T. vaporariorum)
Genetic diversity is defined as variation between individuals of the same species across the
entire genome or on specific genetic regions. Genome variation within species can be
attributed to several factors. One of the primary drivers of genetic diversity within a species
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is demographic history (Ellegren and Galtier, 2016; Vijay et al., 2017). Estimation of genetic
diversity can be based on either a single locus or on multiple gene loci. Several measures are
used to quantify genetic diversity within a species while detecting changes within populations
over time.
1.10.2 Haplotype estimation within the population
Haplotypes are described as groups of unique sequences within genes that are inherited from
their parents. Individuals that share an exact copy of these unique sequences are referred to as
haplotypes. Identifying haplotypes within a population and estimating their counts is the first
step to understanding the population (Mayr, 1963; Delaneau et al., 2013). This information is
essential for estimating several features within the population, including demographic
changes and genealogical history of the organism based on the haplotype diversity.
1.10.3 Neutrality tests
The magnitude of demographic changes within a population can be quantified using different
statistical estimates, such as coalescent simulations. Coalescent simulations can be applied to
detect population expansion, contraction and bottlenecks under different recombination states
(Ramírez-Soriano et al., 2008). One commonly applied statistical test that quantifies changes
within the population is the Tajima D test (Tajima, 1989; Fu and Li, 1993; Fu, 1997; Zhang,
Tyler-Smith and Long 2015) based on the Wright–Fisher model, a discrete-time Markov
process that describes evolutionary forces influencing allele frequencies over time (Wright,
1930; Tataru et al., 2016). The Wright–Fisher model assumes a panmictic population with
constant population size (Ramírez-Soriano et al., 2008; Fontanella et al., 2018). Conversely,
the neutrality test is used to test the goodness of fit given a specific dataset (Achaz, 2009).
Rejection of the null hypothesis indicates that the alternative hypothesis is acting on the
dataset; thus, the populations are undergoing demographic changes (Depaulis and Veuille,
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1998; Achaz, 2009). Several neutrality tests can be used to measure different parameters
within a given dataset. The neutrality test can be categorised into three main categories:
haplotype frequency (Fu, 1997), frequency parameters (Tajima, 1989; Fu and Li, 1993;
Ramírez-Soriano et al., 2008) and tree conformation tests (Ramírez-Soriano et al., 2008).
Table 1: Neutrality test estimates in a population

Test

Definition

Interpretation

Reference

Tajima’s D

Comparison of estimates
of the mean pairwise
difference between
sequences

Negative Tajima
D score = no
demographic
changes within
the population

Tajima, 1989

Positive Tajima D
score = balancing
selection within
the population
Fu and Li’s D

Comparison of the
number of derived
singleton mutations and
the total number of
derived nucleotide
variants

Fu and Li’s F

Comparison of the
number of derived
singleton mutations and
mean pairwise differences
between sequences

Fu’s Fs

Based on Ewen’s
sampling* distribution
considering the number of
different haplotypes in the
samples

Negative Fu and
Li’s D test
indicates an
excess number of
singletons

Fu and Li, 1993

Positive selection
indicates a lack of
singleton
mutations
Fu and Li, 1993

Negative values
indicating excess
singletons
indicative of
population
expansion

Fu, 1997; RamosOnsins and Rozas,
2002

*Ewen sampling procedure determines the probabilities associated with counts of different alleles and given
number of times these alleles occur in the sample.
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1.10.4 Population structure analysis
Population structure occurs when subdivisions are present within a population (Huelsenbeck,
Andolfatto and Huelsenbeck, 2011). The number of subpopulations (K) within a species
often directly impacts speciation, migration and gene flow (Janes et al., 2017). Within
individual species, the population structure influences the allele distribution, and an
undetected population structure may adversely affect statistical tests associated with natural
or genetic selection (Huelsenbeck, Andolfatto and Huelsenbeck, 2011).
Early population structures analyses were based on FST estimates (Wright, 1950; Holsinger,
Lewis and Dey, 2002). However, the advancement of statistical methods, particularly nonhierarchical approaches, has enabled the grouping of subpopulations without prior knowledge
of subdivisions within the population. Clustering methods are based on either Bayesian or
maximum likelihood estimations (Janes et al., 2017). Bayesian estimation of population
structure was initially proposed by Pritchard, Stephens and Donnelly (2000). Their method,
called STRUCTURE, was premised on there being a fixed number of populations, K, but was
later modified to allow consideration of varying numbers of subpopulations (Pritchard,
Stephens and Donnelly, 2000). Individual sequences are then assigned to the respective
subpopulations based on allele frequencies and probability scores. When individual
sequences are assigned to more than one subpopulation, the population is considered to be
admixed (Pritchard, Stephens and Donnelly, 2000; Falush, Stephens and Pritchard, 2003).
Further modification to this initial method encompasses the Dirichlet process prior (DPP),
which allows for the detection of subpopulations within the dataset (Pella and Masuda, 2006;
Huelsenbeck and Andolfatto, 2007). Estimation of the likely population structure within a
given dataset is implemented in programs such as Structuruma (Huelsenbeck, Andolfatto and
Huelsenbeck, 2011).
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1.10.5 Isolation by distance (IBD)
Analysis of isolation by distance is usually carried out by plotting genetic distances
(similarities) against the geographical distance across population pairs (Bohonak, 2002). The
primary aim is to determine whether there is any statistical significance between the genetic
distance (similarity) and geographical distance. This comparison is between any two
predefined populations, and assesses the statistical strength of this relationship (Bohonak,
2002) using the Mantel test (Manly, 1986; McArdle, 1988; Kilmer and Rodríguez, 2017).
1.10.6 Gene flow estimation
Gene flow is the process by which alleles move from one population to another. This is
usually within the same species but occasionally occurs across species. Eventually, the alleles
are domiciled within the recipient species (Slatkin, 1985; Tigano and Friesen, 2016). Several
factors drive gene flow across species, including movement of gametes, extinction and
recolonisation of the population, and movement of cellular organelles, mitochondria and
plasmids (Slatkin, 1985). However, gene flow is characteristic of specific genome regions,
rather than the entire genome (Harrison and Larson, 2014). There is growing evidence that
gene flow occurs even in the presence of speciation (Jónsson et al., 2014), and does not stop
instantaneously at speciation (Nosil, 2008; Pinho and Hey, 2010) but can continue to occur
beyond the divergence of a lineage (Morales et al., 2017). These gene flow events are thought
to occur at different periods of speciation. In some instances, gene flow occurs within sister
species when two species come into sympatry (sympatric speciation) due to overlapping
range areas. In other instances, two species have diverged due to geographical isolation
(allopatric speciation), and gene flow is due to secondary contacts (Morales and Carstens,
2018). Alternatively, gene flow could occur during the early stages of divergence (Morales et
al., 2017). The population genetics and structure methods discussed above where used to
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determine the population structure and gene flow in both B. tabaci and T.vaporariorum
identified in this study.
1.11 Study hypothesis
Mixed cropping systems are typical of smallholder agro-ecosystems. Within this cropping
system, legumes are the main intercrops. It is hypothesised that legumes (beans, cowpea and
groundnuts) act as potential ‘sinks’ for non-persistently transmitted viruses. As whiteflies
forage across the agro-ecosystem searching for their preferred hosts (cassava, sweet potato),
they land on the legumes. As they probe legumes leaves, they cleanse their stylet, losing
some of the virion particles that are mechanically attached to their stylet or those persistently
within their system, thus increasing the viral load on the legumes while decreasing it on the
adjacent plants (cassava, sweet potato). This hypothesis was initially proposed by Difonzo et
al. (1996) and Fereres (2000) for aphids, but is yet to be explored within similar sap-sucking
insects such as the whitefly.

1.12 Study area
This study was carried out within the highlands of western Kenya over two cropping seasons
(2015 and 2016). The western highlands are the main bean growing area in Kenya. In
addition whiteflies and whitefly-transmitted viruses mainly in cassava have been reported in
this region. Sampling was conducted across heterogeneous cropping systems predominately
comprising of beans, cowpea, groundnut, and sweet potato. A total of 120 fields were
sampled across the two years during the long rain seasons (Fig. 6). Targeted sampling was
applied to select fields with mixed cropping system and in particular cassava and beans. The
distance between any two fields was at least five kilometres.
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Figure 6: Sampling area and sampling point in the western highlands of Kenya in this study

1.13 Reseach justification and experimental and computational biology approaches used
in this study
There has been a recent surge in whitefly populations and viral-like symptoms within crops
in smallholder agro-ecosystems in Kenya (Karanja, pers. comm; Wamonje et al., 2017). Most
studies on whitefly and whitefly-transmitted viruses have been on cassava and sweet potato
in East Africa (Ateka et al., 2004; Legg et al., 2014; Tajebe et al., 2014; Manani et al., 2017).
In smallholder agro-ecosystems, cassava and sweet potato are mainly intercropped with
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legumes (beans, groundnuts, cowpea). Yet, there is little information on whitefly-transmitted
viruses in legumes, or whitefly diversity within this agro-ecosystem.
In this study, a vector-virus metagenomic approach was undertaken to fill this knowledge
gap. Virus metagenomic surveys have provided reliable information on viruses through the
use of complete, near-complete genome or viral gene fragments. Previous virus metagenomic
studies (Ndunguru et al., 2015; Kraberger et al., 2017) have used this approach mainly to
address the limitations of conventional viral molecular diagnostic techniques. In addition,
vector metagenomics, particularly within insect vectors, have been used to scan for potential
viruses that whiteflies could be vectoring (Rosario et al., 2014, 2015). Within other insects
(Schoonvaere et al., 2018), numerous viruses have been reported, many of which are either
nascent or asymptomatic within the insect vectors.
In addition, a multi-gene approach was used to determine, putative species, population
changes, diversity and gene flow within the whitefly (B. tabaci and T. vaporarioum) present
in the agro-ecosystem in the highlands of Kenya.
The combination of both vector-virus metagenomics and computational biology techniques
allow for various analyses to be carried out, such as phylogenetic analysis, population
genetics analysis, gene flow estimation, recombination analysis and selective pressure
analysis. The approach used in this thesis provides a more holistic approach in understanding
vector–virus relationships within the agro-ecosystem in the highlands of Kenya.

1.14 Objectives of the study
1.14.1 General objectives
The overall objective of this study was to identify viruses circulating in crops in legumes
(beans, cowpea, groundnut) and sweet potato, and within the whitefly vectors B. tabaci and
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T. vaporariorum, and to determine whether there was an overlap of viruses between the
insect vector and viral infected host plants.
1.14.2 Specific objectives of the study
The specific aims of this research were:
1.

Identify whole genomes or near-complete genomes of viruses present in legumes
(beans, cowpea and groundnuts) and sweet potato.

2.

Determine the selection pressure and rates of evolution that govern the evolution of
viruses identified.

3.

Determine whitefly phylogenetic relationships, their population structure and gene
flow within the agro-ecosystems.

4.

Investigate potential viruses and microbiota profiles within individual B. tabaci
transcriptome.

1.15 Thesis structure
This PhD thesis is prepared in accordance with the postgraduate and research scholarship
regulation 31(1) of The University of Western Australia, presented as a series of scientific
publications. The thesis consists of nine chapters including a general introduction and
literature review (Chapter 1), four scientific peer-reviewed publications and two manuscripts
are under review and one drafted for submission (Chapters 2–8) and a general discussion and
concluding remarks (Chapter 9). The general structure within the scientific publications
contains an introduction, methods, results and discussion sections. References are provided at
the end of the chapters.
Chapter 1 is a general background and literature review of the study. It also details the
general and specific objectives of the study and highlights research gaps and fundamental
questions of the thesis.
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Chapter 2 discusses the viruses identified within beans and cowpea, specifically bean
common mosaic necrosis virus (BCMNV) and cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV).
The evolutionary relationship and selective pressure of these viruses are discussed.
Chapter 3 covers the phylogenetic relationship of the groundnut rosette virus from Kenya
and its association with other sequences from sub-Saharan Africa.
Chapter 4 discusses the co-infection of four sweet potato viruses—sweet potato feathery
mottle virus (SPFMV) (genus Potyvirus, family Potyviridae), sweet potato virus C (SPVC)
(genus Crinivirus, family Closteroviridae), sweet potato chlorotic stunt virus (SPCSV)
(Crinivirus, family Closteroviridae), sweet potato chlorotic fleck virus (SPCFV), (genus
Carlavirus, family Flexiviridae). Recombination events and selective pressure was conducted
across sites of the individual genes on all four viruses.
Chapter 5 details the phylogenetic relationship, genetic diversity and gene flow changes
within the whitefly T. vaporariorum both from Kenya and global sequences.
Chapter 6 discusses phylogenetic relationships, population and genetic diversity, and gene
flow within the B. tabaci species complex.
Chapter 7 describes the method development for single whitefly field-collected samples. It
also discusses the 11 acid amino acid deletion on the NusG gene within the primary
endosymbiont Portiera aleyrodidarum.
Chapter 8 discusses metatranscriptomic profiling of different putative species of B. tabaci,
particularly bacteria endosymbionts and putative viral-like reads. It also describes the
benchmarking of different assemblers.
Chapter 9 provides a general discussion of the thesis and future direction to address the
whiteflies and virus challenges based on findings from this study, in addition to concluding
remarks of the thesis.
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Plant viral diseases are one of the major limitations in legume production within
sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), as they account for up to 100% in production losses
within smallholder farms. In this study, field surveys were conducted in the western
highlands of Kenya with viral symptomatic leaf samples collected. Subsequently, nextgeneration sequencing was carried out to gain insights into the molecular evolution
and evolutionary relationships of Bean common mosaic necrosis virus (BCMNV) and
Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV) present within symptomatic common
bean and cowpea. Eleven near-complete genomes of BCMNV and two for CABMV were
obtained from western Kenya. Bayesian phylogenomic analysis and tests for differential
selection pressure within sites and across tree branches of the viral genomes were carried
out. Three well–supported clades in BCMNV and one supported clade for CABMNV
were resolved and in agreement with individual gene trees. Selection pressure analysis
within sites and across phylogenetic branches suggested both viruses were evolving
independently, but under strong purifying selection, with a slow evolutionary rate.
These findings provide valuable insights on the evolution of BCMNV and CABMV
genomes and their relationship to other viral genomes globally. The results will
contribute greatly to the knowledge gap involving the phylogenomic relationship of
these viruses, particularly for CABMV, for which there are few genome sequences
available, and inform the current breeding efforts towards resistance for BCMNV and
CABMV.
Subjects Agricultural Science, Evolutionary Studies
Keywords Phylogenomics of BCMNV and CABMV, Virus evolution, Genomics,

Next-generation sequencing (NGS), Kenya, Smallholder farmer

INTRODUCTION
Legumes and in particular common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) and cowpea (Vigna
unguiculata L.) are the primary source of proteins in developing countries and in particular
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within the sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) region. However, one of the major limitations in
legume production are viruses, among them are bean common mosaic necrosis virus and
(BCMNV) cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV), both of which belong to the
genus Potyvirus (Li et al., 2014; Worrall et al., 2015). These viruses are some of the most
economically important viruses affecting Fabaceae (Leguminosae) globally, and have a wide
host range and are reported in both cultivated and native vegetation (Li et al., 2014; Worrall
et al., 2015). Production losses attributed to BCMNV are up to 100% whereas for CABMV
they range from 30–60% (Damayanti et al., 2008; Damiri, Abdalla & Amer, 2013; Mangeni
et al., 2014). The modes of transmission of these viruses are via infected seed stocks as well
as through viruliferous aphids (Worrall et al., 2015).
There have been no studies in Kenya on the molecular evolution of BCMNV and
CABMV, particularly within the western highlands of Kenya. A majority of studies in
this region are based on serological assays and biological characterisations (Mangeni
et al., 2014). Beans and cowpea play an important role as part of an intercrop in a
predominantly mixed cropping system among smallholder farmers in Africa, and their
role in human nutrition cannot be underestimated. Firstly, they are a source of proteins
and micronutrients (iron) especially for women and children in low-income households.
Secondly, over the last decade, there has been intensive advocacy in the use of legumes as
intercrops with cereals such as maize, sorghum, millet and cassava, which are prioritized as
essential crops both in Kenya and in the larger SSA region. This has resulted in enhanced
interregional seed trade between smallholder farmers and within neighboring countries
(Uganda and Tanzania), with minimal phytosanitary regulation (Katungi et al., 2009). In
addition, legumes are currently utilised for integrated pest management of whitefly and
whitefly-transmitted viruses (Fondong et al., 2000; Lapidot et al., 2014; El-sawy, Mohamed
& Elsharkawy, 2014; Uzokwe et al., 2016).
BCMNV and CABMV are monopartite, single-stranded positive-sense RNA viruses
with an average genome size of ⇠10 Kb and a polyA tail on the 30 -terminal end (Fang et al.,
1995; Mlotshwa et al., 2002; El-sawy, Mohamed & Elsharkawy, 2014; Kehoe et al., 2014a).
They encode a single polyprotein that is processed into ten proteins in a similar order and
function to all members of the family Potyviridae: P1 (Symptomatology), HcPro (Aphid
transmission), P3 (pathogenicity), 6K1, CI (ATPase/RNA helicase, cell to cell movement),
6K2 (Anchoring the viral replication complex to membranes), Nla-Vpg, Nla-Pro Nlb
(Genome replication, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) and coat protein (CP)
(Aphid transmission, virus assembly, cell to cell and systemic movement). There is also a
second open reading frame called the PIPO (virulence dependency) (Urcuqui-inchima &
Haenni, 2001; Chare & Holmes, 2004; Cui et al., 2017). The small nature of the viral genome
and the broad range of environments in which they circulate serve as strong drivers of their
genome evolution (Chare & Holmes, 2004).
RNA viruses undergo multiple mutations during the replication phase; thus their
evolutionary rates (sub/site/year) are considerably higher than cellular genes within their
host (Chare & Holmes, 2006; Duffy, Shackelton & Holmes, 2008; Holmes, 2009). These
nucleotide mutations may result in no change to the amino acids (synonymous changes
per synonymous sites (dS)), or a change in the amino acid (non-synonymous changes per
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non-synonymous sites (dN)). The relative magnitude of these types of changes can lead to
positive selection (dN/dS > 1), purifying selection (dN/dS < 1) or neutral evolution (dN/dS
= 1) within the genome (Revers et al., 1996; Nielsen & Yang, 1998; Zhou, Gu & Wilke,
2010). These changes can be quantified to determine the rate of evolution of the virus.
Rapid evolutionary rates can lead to new viral strains circulating, while slower evolution
rates provide stability in the viral population. Virus recombination has a profound effect
on the molecular evolution of viruses. Particularly in the Potyviridae family, it is a relatively
common occurrence within species, and sometimes even between species (Karasev & Gray,
2013; Kehoe et al., 2014a; Hadidi et al., 2016; Blawid, Silva & Nagata, 2017).
Understanding the evolution of viruses is essential in plant breeding efforts due to direct
correlation between virus evolution and durability of the resistance within the different
cultivars (García-Arenal & McDonald, 2003). This therefore provides a good indicator on
the possible duration of each resistant cultivar being developed and released to smallholder
farmers. This study therefore sought to answer the following questions:
1 What are the evolutionary patterns of bean common mosaic necrosis virus and cowpea
aphid-borne mosaic virus from the western highlands of Kenya?
2 What selective pressures are these viruses under and how do they govern the evolution
of these viruses?
To answer these questions, we used a high throughput sequencing method (RNA-Seq)
on viral symptomatic beans and cowpeas. NGS applications in plant virology began
in 2009 (Blawid, Silva & Nagata, 2017) and have been increasingly applied in the de novo
discovery of RNA and DNA viruses as well as viroids due to their rise as a rapid and relatively
inexpensive mode of viral detection (Wamonje et al., 2017; Ndunguru et al., 2015). Previous
reports of using NGS for novel viral discovery and subsequent evolutionary analysis are
well-documented (Ndunguru et al., 2015; Kraberger et al., 2017). In this study, we used this
approach to obtain near-complete genomes of BCMNV and CABMV and gain further
insights into the evolutionary relationships of BCMNV and CABMV.
Bayesian phylogenetic analyses were carried out using the near-complete genomes
and also using the individual gene segments. Viral evolution was assessed within sites
and across tree branches by determining the selective pressure that these viruses were
under. An analysis to determine the likely location of recombination breakpoints along
the near-complete genomes from this study and those from GenBank was also carried out.
This dataset provides insight into BCMNV and CABMV molecular evolution.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Field collection
Field surveys were carried out within the highlands of western Kenya over two cropping
seasons (2015 and 2016). Fieldwork activities were coordinated through Cassava
Diagnostic project Kenya node. Sampling was conducted in heterogeneous cropping
systems predominately comprising of beans (Phaseolus vulgaris L) (from Busia, Bungoma,
Kakamega and Vihiga counties) and cowpea (Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp.) (from Busia
county). A total of 120 fields were sampled across the two years during the long rain
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seasons. Targeted sampling was applied to select fields with mixed cropping systems and
in particular cassava and beans. The distance between any two fields was at least five
kilometres. In total, we collected beans (n = 116) and cowpea (n = 10) during the two
seasons. Viral symptomatic leaf samples were characterised by leaf chlorosis and mosaic
symptoms. Individual leaf samples were stored using two methods: silica gel and the paper
press method (Almakarem et al., 2012). Samples were then transported to the Bioscience
eastern central Africa (BecA-ILRI) laboratories in Nairobi, Kenya for processing.

Nucleic acid extraction and PCR screening viruses
From each leaf, RNA was extracted using the Zymo RNA miniprep kit (Zymo, USA)
according to the manufacturer’s specifications. The RNA was then lyophilised and shipped
to the University of Western Australia for further processing. Screening for positive
Potyvirus samples was done using the universal Potyvirus primers (Webster, 2008). Two
standard controls were used, for the positive control RNA from a BCMV positive sample,
while the negative non-template control (nuclease free) water was used.

cDNA library preparation and RNA-Seq sequencing
A total of 28 individual cDNA libraries of each of the samples (n = 24 beans, n = 4 cowpea)
were prepared using Illumina Truseq stranded total RNA sample preparation kit with Plant
Ribozero depletion as described by the manufacturer (Illumina). Briefly, ribosomal RNA
was depleted followed by viral RNA fragmentation. First strand cDNA was synthesised using
random hexamer primers. Subsequently, second strand cDNA was synthesised followed
by adapter ligation. Individual samples were used for library preparation, and each sample
was dual-indexed with unique barcodes, for identification of the viral genomes recovered.
All libraries containing the correct insert size fragment and quantity were sent to Macrogen
Korea for subsequent sequencing. Libraries were normalised based on concentration and
then pooled before sequencing. Pair-end sequencing (2 ⇥ 150 bp) was done on the rapid
run mode using a single flow cell on the Illumina Hiseq 2500.

Assembly and mapping of RNA-Seq reads
Raw reads were trimmed and assembled using CLC Genomics Workbench (CLCGW ver
7.0.5) (Qiagen). Trimmed reads were assembled using the following parameters: quality
scores limit set to 0.01, maximum number of ambiguities was set to two and read lengths less
than 100 nt were discarded. Contigs were assembled using the de novo assembly function
on CLCGW with default automatic word size, and automatic bubble size parameters.
Minimum contig length was set to 500, mismatch cost two, insertion cost three, deletion
cost three, length fraction 0.5 and similarity fraction 0.9. All the contigs were subjected to
Blastn and Blastx (NCBI) on the Magnus Supercomputer at Pawsey. Contigs that matched
plant viruses were identified and exported to Geneious 8.1.8 (Biomatters). Reference-based
mapping was then carried out using complete genomes retrieved from GenBank reference
(KX302007) for BCMNV, while for CABMV the closet complete match was MF179118
(this study). Mapping parameters were set as follows: minimum overlap 10%, minimum
overlap identity 80%, allow gaps 10% and fine-tuning iteration up to 10 times. The
consensus contig from the mapping was aligned using MAFFT (Katoh & Standley, 2013)
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to the de novo contig of interest. The resulting alignments were manually inspected for
ambiguities, which were corrected with reference to the original assembly or mapping. The
open reading frame and annotation of the final sequences were done in Geneious 8.1.5
(Biomatters). Sequences were referred to as nearly complete if the entire coding region was
present, and complete if the entire genome including untranslated regions were present.

Detection of recombination breakpoints
Assessment of the recombination breakpoints of the nearly complete genomes of BCMNV
(n = 11) and CABMV (n = 2) from this study and those retrieved from GenBank
(BCMNV n = 9 and CABMNV n = 6) was carried out using the seven programs within
the RDP4 software (Martin et al., 2015). The programs used were: RDP (Martin et al.,
2005), GENECONV (Padidam, Sawyer & Fauquet, 1999), Bootscan (Salminen et al.,
1995) MaxChi (Smith, 1992) Chimaera (Posada & Crandall, 2001), 3Seq (Boni, Posada
& Feldman, 2007) and SiScan (Gibbs, Armstrong & Gibbs, 2000). A recombination event
was detected if found by at least four of the seven programs and further supported by
a Bonferroni correction with a P value cut-off of 0.05 as described in previous studies
(Webster et al., 2007; Kehoe et al., 2014b).

Bayesian phylogenetic analysis of BCMNV and CABMV
Bayesian inference was used to establish the phylogenetic relationships within BCMNV
and CABMV from this study with bean common mosaic virus (BCMV) as the outgroup.
Since both the BCMNV and CABMV viruses belong to the Potyviridae, a combined
phylogenomic tree was constructed. Individual gene trees correlated with the BCMNV
and CABMV combined phylogenomic tree. In addition, species-specific genomic trees of
BCMNV and CABMV genomic trees were also constructed. The most suitable evolutionary
models were determined by jModelTest (Darriba et al., 2012) and bModelTest (Bouckaert &
Drummond, 2017). Bayesian analysis of the nearly complete genomes was carried out using
Exabayes 1.4.1 (Aberer, Kobert & Stamatakis, 2014) while individual genes were analysed
using MrBayes 3.2.2 (Huelsenbenk & Ronquist, 2001). Exabayes was selected for genome
analysis since it assigns an independent evolutionary model to each of ten individual genes
within a single run. MrBayes was run for 50 million generations on four chains, with
trees sampled every 1,000 generations using GTR + I + G as the evolutionary model. In
each of the runs, the first 25% (2,500) of the sampled trees were discarded as burn-in. In
the ExaBayes run, each gene segment was assigned an independent evolutionary model.
ExaBayes was run for 50 million generations on four chains. In each run, the first 25% of
the sampled trees were discarded as burn-in. Convergence and mixing of the chains were
evaluated using Tracer v1.6 (Rambaut et al., 2014) with effective sample size (ESS >200)
indicating convergence. The consensus trees were visualised and annotated using FigTree
(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree).

Analysis of extent of selection pressure across sites with
whole genome
The extent of selective pressure was measured by computing dN/dS across sites of the coding
region using SNAP (https://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/SNAP/SNAP.html).
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We further identified sites under positive selection using SLAC in Datamonkey
(http://www.datamonkey.org/).

Analysis of selection pressure
Selection pressure was analyses of BCMNV and CABMV was done using a maximum
likelihood codon-substitution model in the CODEML program in PAML 4 (Yang, 2007).
A representative subset (n = 14; n = 10 from this study and n = 4 representative from
GenBank) from the phylogenomic tree obtained above was used in the analysis. Two
comparisons between the models were made and assessed by a likelihood ratio test (LRT):
(i) M2a vs M1a (neutral vs positive selection) (ii) M3 vs M0 (variable ratio vs one single
ratio) with significance level ↵ = 0.05.

Testing for selection pressure between clades of the gene trees
Differences in the selection pressure between the two main clades I and II of BCMNV
were assessed by testing the null hypothesis of equal selection pressure (Model = 0 Nsite
= 0) against the alternative hypothesis that each clade has a distinct ! (Model = 1 Nsite =
0, different selection pressure) across all ten gene trees. These hypotheses were evaluated
using the likelihood ratio test (LRT) with significance level ↵ = 0.05.

RESULTS
Sample screening next-generation sequencing and data assembly
Samples that were negative after PCR amplification were excluded from library preparation.
RNA-Seq on total plant RNA after trimming and assembly ranged between 12,667,976
and 15,638,762 reads. De novo assembly produced a number of contigs ranging between
895-19,029 nucleotides (nt) (Table S2). Plant virus contigs were identified after BLASTn
searches with lengths of between 1,048–9,763 nt, and average coverage depth of between
71 and 8,924 times. Genomes with the complete open reading frames and including the
complete untranslated regions were considered to be full genomes. However, genome
sequences that lacked parts of the 50 and 30 UTR regions were referred to as near-complete
genomes. The final sequence was obtained from the consensus of de novo assembly and
the mapped consensus of reads and ranged from 8,241 to 9,837 nt in length (Table S2).
BCMNV and CABMV sequences obtained from this study are summarised in Table 1,
while sequences retrieved from GenBank and associated metadata are provided in Table
S1. In total, there were 11 BCMNV and two CABMV genomes from this study (Table 1).
All viral sequences generated from this study were deposited in GenBank with the accession
numbers MF179108–MF179120. In addition, raw reads were deposited in the NCBI Short
read Archive under the following accession numbers SRR7896282–SRR7896271.

Analysis of recombination in the genomes of BCMNV and CABMV
Two BCMNV isolates from Kenya (Table 2) and three CABMV isolates (Table 3) from
Brazil and India were identified as recombinant sequences. The locations of recombination
were within the P1/HcPro/P3 in (BCMNV) and Nla Pro/Nlb/CP regions in (CABMV)
(Tables 2 and 3).
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Table 1 Near complete genomes of Bean common mosaic necrosis virus (BCMNV) and the Cowpea
aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV) sampled over two seasons 2015/2016 in the Western highlands of
Kenya.
Sample ID

GenBank
accession
number

Virus
identified

Host plant

Geographical
location

Year of
sampling

SRF 08

MF179117

BCMNV

Bean

Kakamega

2015

SRF 33

MF179112

BCMNV

Bean

Kakamega

2015

SRF 50

MF179115

BCMNV

Bean

Kakamega

2016

SRF61

MF179109

BCMNV

Bean

Busia

2016

SRF 74

MF179120

CABMV

Cowpea

Bungoma

2016

SRF 75

MF179111

BCMNV

Bean

Bungoma

2016

SRF 77

MF179118

CABMV

Cowpea

Bungoma

2016

SRF 97

MF179113

BCMNV

Bean

Kakamega

2016

SRF 99

MF179110

BCMNV

Bean

Kakamega

2016

SRF111

MF179119

BCMNV

Bean

Maseno

2016

SRF 114

MF179116

BCMNV

Bean

Vihiga

2016

SRF 119

MF179114

BCMNV

Bean

Vihiga

2016

SRF 122

MF179108

BCMNV

Bean

Vihiga

2016

Table 2 Recombination signals across Bean common mosaic necrosis virus (BCMNV) using RDP4. Table entries represent the recombinant sequences and the position of recombination breakpoints in the near complete genomes. A recombination pattern was considered if supported by at
least four of the seven RDP4 programs at a significance level of 0.05.
Recombination
events

Recombinant
sequence

Detected
breakpoint

Parental
sequence
(Major)

Parental
sequence
(Minor)

Detected
in RDP4

1

SRF08_MF179117

5515-8886

Kenya_Beans_SRF50

USA_Beans_HQ229994

R, M, C, S, 3

2

SRF114_MF179116

1341-1619

Kenya_Beans_SRF50

USA_Beans_HQ229993

R, G, B, C M 3

Avr P-Val

3.55 ⇥ 10

4

0.0415

Notes.
Key: Recombinant programs in RDP4 that detected recombinant events across the near complete genome of BCMNV.
3, 3seq; B, Bootscan; C, Chimera; G, Gencov; R, RDP; M, Maxchi; S, Siscan.
The bold letters in the column (detected in RDP4) indicate the program with the highest p-value.
Avr P-Val, average binomial P-value.

Bayesian evolutionary relationship of BCMNV and CABMV
Phylogenetic relationships within BCMNV and CABMV were based on the near-complete
genome tree (Figs. 1A, 1B and 1C) and with reference to the ten individual gene trees. Both
the whole genome tree and the individual gene trees gave similar results. They identified
two well-supported clades, identified as I and II, within BCMNV and one clade within
CABMV, identified as clade III (Fig. 1A). Species-specific genome trees resolved three main
clades identified as I–III within BCMNV (Fig. 1B) while the CABMV genome tree resolved
a single monophyletic clade identified as I (Fig. 1C). The individual gene trees resolved
similar clades (I–III) to the combined BCMNV-CABMV phylogenetic tree (Fig. 2). Across
the two BCMNV clades (I–II) the percentage nucleotide identities were 96.1–98.9% as
would be expected for members of the same Potyvirus species. Likewise, the CABMV
clade (III) showed 79.3% nucleotide identity, as expected for within species sequences, but
showing higher within-species diversity compared to the BCMNV sequences (Table 4).
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Table 3 Recombination signals across Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV) using RDP4. Table entries represent the recombinant sequences and the position of recombination breakpoints in the near complete genomes. A recombination pattern was considered if supported by at
least four of the seven RDP4 programs at a significance level of 0.05.
Recombination
event

Recombinant
sequence

Detected
breakpoint

Parental
sequence (Major)

Parental
sequence (Minor)

Detected
in RDP4

Aver P Value

1

Brazil_ HQ880243

2,332–2,396

Zimbabwe_
NC004013.1

Brazil_Cowpea_
HQ880242

R, G, B, M, C, S,3

2.442 ⇥ 10

14

2

India_ KM597165

917–1,220

Brazil_ HQ880242

Brazil_Cowpea_
HQ880243

R, G, B, M, C, S, 3

1.800 ⇥ 10

14

3

Brazil_ HQ880242

1,385–1,409

India_ KM597165

Brazil_Cowpea_
HQ880243

R, G, B, M, C, S, 3

1.571 ⇥ 10

07

6

Brazil_ HQ880243

8,643–8,809

India_ KM597165

Uganda_Cowpea_
KT726938

R, G, B, M, C, 3

1.328 ⇥ 10

04

7

Brazil_ HQ880242

94–275

Zimbabwe_
NC004013.1

Uganda_Cowpea_
KT726938

R, G, B, M, C, 3

4.750 ⇥ 10

4

India_ KM597165
10

Brazil_ HQ880243

6,605–8,134

Zimbabwe_
NC004013.1

Brazil_Cowpea_
HQ880242

R, B, M, C, S

2.595 ⇥ 10

2

18

Brazil_ HQ880243

6,916–8,065

Uganda_
KT726938

Zimbabwe_Cowpea_
NC004013.1

R, B, M, C, S

1.664 ⇥ 10

2

Brazil_ HQ880242
India_ KM597165
Notes.
Key: Recombinant programs in RDP4 that detected recombinant events across the near complete genome of CABMV.
3, 3seq; B, Bootscan; C, Chimera; G, Gencov; R, RDP; M, Maxchi; S, Siscan.
The bold letters in the column (detected in RDP4) indicate the program with the highest p-value.

Estimation of selection pressure across sites and branches of the
whole genome
We used the branch model in CODEML within PAML 4 to estimate episodic positive
selection pressure along the branches of BCMNV, BCMV and CABMV phylogenetic tree
(Fig. 2). Model 2 indicated independent episodic changes along the branches of BCMNV,
CABMV and BCMV was rejected based on a p-value of >0.05 (Table 5); thus supporting
the M0 of equal episodic changes within BCMNV, CABMV and BCMV (Table 5). In
addition, the selective pressure within the genes of both BCMNV and CABMV supported
high purifying selection ! <1 (Fig. 3) across all genes. However, the site-selective pressure
as determined by analysis using SNAP was not uniform across the genes (Fig. 3). Selective
pressure within BCMNV genes was highest in Nlb, Nla-Vpg and lowest in PI and P3 (Fig.
3A). In CABMV genes, the highest site-selective pressure site were 6K1 and Nla-Pro, while
the least site pressure was in P1 and P3 (Fig. 3B). The two clades within BCMNV gene trees
were under equal selective pressure except within the CI gene (Table 6).

DISCUSSION
Legumes play a critical role in providing food and nutritional security. However, viral
diseases severely affect their yields. This study provides insights into the phylogenomic
relationships of BCMNV and CABMV and selective pressures that govern their evolution.
We present the near-complete genomes of eleven BCMNV and two whole genomes of
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Figure 1 Bayesian analysis of near complete genome of Bean common mosaic necrosis virus (BCMNV) and Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus
(CABMV) with nodes in each branch labeled with posterior probabilities. Bean common mosaic virus (BCMV) was used as the out group to root
the tree (B) Bayesian analysis of near complete genome of Bean common mosaic necrosis virus (BCMNV) with nodes in each branch labeled with
posterior probabilities. (C) Bayesian analysis of near complete genome of Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV) with nodes in each branch labeled with posterior probabilities. The scale indicates the nucleotides substitutions per every 100 sites across the near complete genome trees. Tip labels contains information on: virus, country of sample collection, isolation source, GenBank and/or field identification and year of sampling.
Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.6297/fig-1

CABMV from Kenya. These viruses were under strong purifying selection with BCMNV
and CABMV evolving independently but at a slow rate. These genomes are the first from
SSA and are an invaluable genomic resource to help understand the molecular evolution
of these viruses and for the development of molecular diagnostic tools.

Recombination and phylogenomic analysis of BCMNV and CABMV
One of the drivers of viral evolution is recombination (Roossinck, 2003; Valli, López-Moya &
García, 2007). In this study, we identified recombinant sequences in BCMNV (Table 2) and
in CABMV (Table 3). Previous reports have indicated that BCMV-BCMNV recombination
occurs resulting in new, stable and virulent BCMNV strains (Larsen et al., 2005). Similar
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Figure 2 Consensus trees sampled in a Bayesian analysis of Bean common mosaic necrosis virus (BCMNV) and Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV) (A), coat
protein (CP) (B) CI (C) Nlb (D) PI (E) Hc-Pro (F) P3 (G) Nla-Pro (H) Nla-Vpg (I) 6K2 (J) 6K1. The scale bar represents the nucleotide substitution per every 100 sites
within each gene. Tip labels contain information on: virus, country of sample collection, isolation source, GenBank and/or field identification and year of sampling.
Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.6297/fig-2
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66.9
66.9
66.9
66.9
64.2

SRF99_MF179110_BCMNV

SRF75_MF179111_BCMNV

SRF33_MF179112_BCMNV

SRF119_MF179114_BCMNV

BCMV_KC478389.1

64.9

66.6

66.6

66.9

67.0

CABMV_
KT726938_
BCMNV

66.3

96.1

96.2

99.1

SRF99_
MF179110_
BCMNV

66.3

96.2

96.3

SRF75_
MF179111_
BCMNV

81

Notes.
Clade III
Clade II
Clade I
CABMV, Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus; BCMNV, Bean common mosaic necrosis virus; BCMV, Bean common mosaic virus.

79.3

CABMV_KT726938

SRF77_MF179118_BCMNV

SRF77_
MF179118_
BCMNV

66.4

98.9

SRF33_
MF179112_
BCMNV

66.3

SRF119
MF179114_
BCMNV

BCMV_
KC478389.1

Table 4 Pairwise sequence comparisons of the nearly complete genomes of representative sequences across the Bean common mosaic necrosis virus (BCMNV), Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV) with Bean common mosaic virus ( KC478389.1) as the outgroup using Geneious 8.1.8. Intraclade similarity was over 79%
across all the main clades.

Table 5 The dN/dS (!) values, log-likelihood (lnL) values, likelihood ratio test (LRT) statistics and positively selected branches under different
models of codon substitution were used to investigate selection pressures on 8883 nucleotides of Bean common mosaic necrosis virus (BCMNV),
Bean common mosaic virus (BCMV) and Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV).
Model

Background

Foreground

Parameter estimate

M0

!0 = BCMNV = CABMV

–

!1 = 0.03287

!0 = CABMV

!1 = BCMNV

M2
M2
M1

!0 = BCMNV

!1 = CABMV

–

–

*

Degrees
of freedom

lnL

**

LRT

–

37878.264515

–

!0 = 0.05721, !1 = 0.05129

2

34294.217766

7168.093498***

2

34294.206420

7168.11619***

! = 0.00010-range

27

34210.774645

7334.979738***

!0 = 0.05712, !1 = 0.05084

Notes.
*Degrees of freedom used for the LRT, computed as the difference in the number of parameters under the null and alternative hypotheses.
**
Likelihood ratio test (LRT) statistic, calculated as 2*(lnLx ( lnL0)).
***
Indicates significance at level ↵ = 0.05.

findings have been reported in other RNA viruses such as turnip mosaic virus (Nguyen et al.,
2013), papaya ringspot virus (Maina et al., 2017) and cassava brown streak virus (Ndunguru
et al., 2015). Since recombinant sequences can distort the true relationships when studying
the phylogenetic relationships between sequences, we excluded all recombinants from
the subsequent downstream analysis (Varsani et al., 2008; Penny et al., 2008). Moreover,
Wainaina et al., 2018 reported the effects of recombination on the phylogenomic trees,
which was also observed in this study (Fig. 1C). Whole genomes and the nearly complete
genome of BCMNV and CABMV were used to determine the phylogenomic relationships
within these two Potyviruses. We identified three well-supported clades in BCMNV and
one clade in CABMV within the phylogenomic trees (Figs. 1A–1C). We suspect that the
drivers of BCMNV and CABMV diversity are similar to other members of the Potyviridae.
Within Potyviridae the evolutionary divergence is thought to occur through the starburst
phenomena, that happens during the introduction of new viruses onto native lands (Gibbs et
al., 2008). Native ecosystems act as catalysts for genetic divergence of these viruses resulting
in new viral strains or quasispecies. The similarity in tree topologies between the genome
tree and the coat protein gene tree indicate the coat protein is a reliable phylogenetic marker
(Figs. 1A–1C and 2A) and the topologies recovered in our analyses are similar to previously
reported topologies (Zheng et al., 2002). However, our results differ from previous studies
within some members of Potyviridae (cassava brown streak virus, Uganda cassava brown
streak virus), where the whole genome tree and their coat protein gene tree did not concur
with the species trees (Alicai et al., 2016). This highlights the diversity of the members of
the Potyviridae and the importance of performing rigorous phylogenetic, recombination
and evolutionary analysis for each species. However, it is worth noting that this difference
could be due to Alicai et al. (2016) comparing the coalescent species tree with the respective
gene trees, which was not the case in this study.

Selective pressure analysis across phylogenetic tree branches
We identified equal episodic selection pressure on the BCMNV, CABMV and BCMV
branches of the phylogenomic tree (Table 5). However, each of the clades within the gene
trees of BCMNV was under equal selection pressure (Table 6) except for the CI gene tree,
while coding sites of both BCMNV and CABMV were under strong purifying selection
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Figure 3 Selection pressure within sites across the viral gene fragments was determined by assessing
the average synonymous and non-synonymous (dN/dS) across the coding region using SNAP and
SLAC that were plotted against each gene. Confidence interval of the dN/dS ratio are provided. All sites
are under strong purifying selection with dN/dS values < 1 (A) Comparison of the average synonymous
(dS) and non-synonymous (dN) sites across the coding region of each gene in bean common mosaic
necrosis virus (BCMNV) near complete genome using SNAP. (B) Comparison of the average synonymous
(dS) and non-synonymous (dN) across the coding region of each gene cowpea aphid-borne mosaic
necrosis virus (CABMV) near complete genome using SNAP. The dots on the graph represent the average
dN/dS in each codon of the gene fragment.
Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.6297/fig-3

Table 6 Comparison of rates of evolution within the two clades within Bean common mosaic necrosis virus (BCMNV) across the different
genes. The null hypothesis is that there are equal rates while the alternative specifies different ! values between the two clades. CI tests were
significant at the 0.05 levels.
Equal rates (null hypothesis)
Gene

lnL

! (dN /dS )

Differing rates (alternative hypothesis)
!0

!1

LRT statistic

P value

P1

2214.505595

0.37095

lnL
2214.452326

0.37610

0.30129

0.106538

0.7441205

HcPro

2795.992899

0.09728

2794.811926

0.08884

0.60647

2.361956

0.1243262

P3

2055.983286

0.28547

2054.343977

0.27297

999.00000***

3.27862

0.07018792

6K1

323.414987

0.05870

323.205094

0.06221

0.00010***

0.419786

0.5170438

CI

3606.604936

0.08320

3602.434146

0.06552

0.32492

8.341508

0.003874942

6K2

341.075396

0.24049

341.075137

0.24140

0.23425

0.00052

0.981807

Nla-Vpg

979.236913

0.09398

978.201866

0.11081

0.00010***

2.07009

0.1502127

Nla-Pro

1392.256063

0.08420

1391.975219

0.08673

0.00010***

0.56168

0.4535841

Nlb

2997.347051

0.06322

2997.340969

0.06285

0.07124

0.012164

0.912179

CP

735.455148

0.09977

735.394608

0.10664

0.07166

0.12108

0.7278661

Notes.
***
! estimates at the boundary of allowable values in PAML.

(Fig. 3), in particular, within Nlb, Nla-Vpg in BCMNV and 6K1 and Nla-Pro in CABMV
(Fig. 3). These genes are associated with viral genome replication. The continuous survival
of viruses is dependent on successful replication, which could be a key driver in ensuring
that these genes undergo high purifying selection pressure in spite of recombination and
mutations that may occur as observed (Tables 2 and 3) to ensure they maintain these
critical functions. These findings are similar to other vector-transmitted RNA viruses such
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as the Rice stripe virus (RSV) (Wei et al., 2008; He, Guan & He, 2017). A slower rate in the
evolution of BCMNV and CABMV could be beneficial to breeding efforts since it would
allow for the new BCMNV resistant varieties under development to persist for longer
than they would if the viruses were evolving at faster rates. The importance of continuous
monitoring of viral evolution ensures that breeding efforts against viruses remain relevant.
This is especially important considering the numerous cases of resistance breakdown
associated with continuous virus evolution. There is a direct correlation between the
evolution of viruses and the durability of the resistance (García-Arenal & McDonald,
2003). This is especially the case within Potyviridae where recombination is a frequent
driver of new viral strains.

Limitations of next generation sequencing in viral diagnosis
Viral diagnosis using NGS has multiple advantages that allow for the detection of viruses
even at low titres, which has subsequently resulted in the increased identification of viral
diversity (Simmonds et al., 2017). This approach is faced with several limitations that
include chimera formation during de novo assembly, difficulty in the accurate assembly
of segmented virus as well as assembling endogenous viruses that are may be integrated
within host. Practices such as confirmation by direct Sanger sequencing and follow up with
biological infectivity assays will further confirm the results of these types of experiments,
including those conducted in this study. In addition, this study provides a snapshot on the
bean and cowpea viruses within the western highlands of Kenya. More extensive sampling
could uncover higher viral diversity in beans and cowpea.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
In this study, we identified two main clades within BCMNV and a single clade within
CABMV based on phylogenomic analysis using the whole genome and ten gene trees. The
overall evolutionary rates within BCMNV and CABMV revealed the viruses were under
strong purifying selection and thus are evolving slowly. These findings provide robust
genomic and evolutionary data to complement current bean breeding efforts underway
in Africa. In addition, this study highlights the need to establish robust biosecurity and
phytosanitary measures within developing countries to control the spread of these viruses.
That they appear to be relatively stable in an evolutionary sense at this point bodes well for
the development of plant disease management strategies.
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Abstract
Viral symptomatic groundnut (Arachis hypogaea L.) leaf samples were collected in the heterogeneous agro-ecosystem of the
western highlands of Kenya. High throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) was carried out on total plant RNA using the
Illumina HiSeq platform. Subsequently, de novo assembly and sequence similarity searches identified the complete genome of
Groundnut rosette virus (GRV). The genome consisted of 4298 nucleotides, encoding three open reading frames (ORF1-ORF3)
including an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase gene. A sequence similarity search against GenBank reference sequences
matched with 84% identity to a Malawian isolate (Z69910). Bayesian evolutionary relationships using the ORF3 and ORF4
genomic regions clustered the Kenyan isolates within a distinct clade. This study provides the first complete genome of GRV
from Kenya and provides a genomic resource for the development of molecular diagnostic tools.
Keywords Groundnut rosette virus . Tombusviridae . Next-generation sequencing . Sub-Saharan Africa

Groundnuts are predominantly grown in semiarid, tropic and
subtropic ecoregions. In sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) groundnuts are grown for their nutritional content, providing proteins
and vitamins to humans (Naidu et al. 1999) as well as a raw
material in animal feeds (Kana et al. 2013). The cultivation of
groundnuts is mainly for subsistence purposes within smallholder farms with no irrigation practiced. One of the limitations of production are viral diseases, in particular groundnut
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rosette. Groundnut rosette virus (GRV) is a positive, single
stranded RNA virus classified within the genus Umbravirus
(King et al. 2012). GRV is closely associated with a satellite
RNA (sat-RNA) also referred to as helper RNA. The sat-RNA
assists in the encapsulation of GRV into a coat protein that is
lacking from GRV. This allows for the persistent transmission
of GRV by the aphid Aphis craccivora (Naidu et al. 1999).
Interestingly, GRV is confined to the SSA region (Waliyar et
al. 2007; Okello et al. 2017). The estimated losses attributed to
groundnut rosette disease caused by the combination of GRV,
sat-RNA and Groundnut rosette assistor virus (GRAV, family
Luteoviridae) range from $5 to $250 million USD per year in
Nigeria and Zambia respectively (Waliyar et al. 2007).
However, to date there have been limited efforts or opportunities to obtain the genomes of GRV. An increase in the availability of the GRV genomes in public databases would facilitate the development of molecular diagnostic tools for use by
diagnosticians and plant breeders. In this study, we carried out
two field surveys in the western highlands of Kenya across
two seasons (2015/2016).
Groundnut leaf samples with chlorotic rosette-like symptoms
were collected and stored in silica gel, and subsequently
transported to the laboratory for analysis. Total RNA extraction
was carried out using the Zymo RNA Miniprep kit (Zymo
Research) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Fig. 1

Bayesian phylogenetic relationships of groundnut rosette virus
(GRV) using nucleotide sequences of the open reading frames 3 (a) and
4 (b). Clade I, groundut rosette virus (GRV) Malawian isolates; clade II,
GRV Kenyan isolates; clade III, GRV Nigerian isolates. Accession
numbers for GRV Kenyan isolates: SFR 54, MG646923; SRF 57,
MG646922

Individual samples were used for cDNA library preparation
using the Illumina Truseq Stranded Total RNA kit (Illumina)
with plant ribozero depletion. Each library was dual indexed with
unique adaptors and subsequently enriched with a PCR stage.
Libraries were subsequently quantified and the correct insert size
determined using the Tape Station Agilent 2200 (Agilent) using a
D1000 screen tape and ladder (Agilent). Libraries with correct
insert size and concentration were normalised, pooled and sequenced on rapid mode run using a single flow cell on the
Illumina Hiseq 2500 at Macrogen Korea. We obtained a final
genome of 4298 nt in length with an average coverage of 4487
times. The complete genome was deposited in GenBank (accession number MG646922). Assembly of this genome was from a
total of 13,439,450 reads obtained after trimming to remove low
quality bases. De novo assembly of the trimmed reads was carried out in CLC genomic workbench 8.5.1 (CLCGW) using set
parameters as previously described (Kehoe et al. 2014). All
contigs were subjected to NCBI BLASTn searches. GRV contigs
were subsequently mapped to a reference genome (Z69910)
using Geneious v. 8.1.8 (Biomatters). In addition, trimmed reads
were imported into Geneious and mapped against reference
GenBank sequences. Mapping parameters were set as follows:
minimum overlap 10%, minimum overlap identity 80%, allow
gaps 10% with fine tuning, iteration of up to 25 times. To confirm
that the genome sequence was complete we compared the genomes obtained against those in GenBank. A partial genome was
also generated in this study (SRF 54; MG646923) with
10,525,186 reads after trimming and only the ORF 3 and ORF
4 were used for phylogenetic analysis.
Sequence similarity search using BLASTn showed nucleotide sequence similarity of 84% to GRV isolates from
Malawi (Z69910). Species demarcation within the genus
Umbravirus is based on natural host range and a percent nucleotide identity of less than 70% (King et al. 2012). Based on
these criteria, the GRV isolate from Kenya was considered to
be a member of the Groundnut rosette virus species in genus
Umbravirus. The complete genome length of 4298 nucleotides was larger than current reference genomes of 4019 nucleotides from GenBank. The extra 279 bases were found on
the 3′ end outside the main ORF. Evolutionary relationships of
GRV isolates from this study and reference sequences from
GenBank were based on nucleotide sequences of ORF3 and

ORF4. These two gene regions are the main markers used in
the molecular diagnosis of GRV. Bayesian phylogenetic relationship analysis was carried out using the optimal evolutionary model GTR + I + G on MrBayes 3.2.2 (Ronquist et al.
2012) for 50 million generations, with sampling every 1000
generations with 25% of the sub optimal trees discarded. The
consensus tree was viewed in FigTree v1.4.2. The sequences
formed distinct clades based on geographical sampling locations (Fig. 1). These genome resources will have a direct impact in the development of molecular diagnostic tools in particular within SSA, where the virus remains pandemic.
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Sweet potato is a major food security crop within sub-Saharan Africa where 90% of
Africa production occurs. One of the major limitations of sweet potato production are
viral infections. In this study, we used a combination of whole genome sequences from
a field isolate obtained from Kenya and those available in GenBank. Sequences of four
sweet potato viruses: Sweet potato feathery mottle virus (SPFMV), Sweet potato virus C
(SPVC), Sweet potato chlorotic stunt virus (SPCSV), Sweet potato chlorotic fleck virus
(SPCFV) were obtained from the Kenyan sample. SPFMV sequences both from this
study and from GenBank were found to be recombinant. Recombination breakpoints
were found within the Nla-Pro, coat protein and P1 genes. The SPCSV, SPVC, and
SPCFV viruses from this study were non-recombinant. Bayesian phylogenomic
relationships across whole genome trees showed variation in the number of wellsupported clades; within SPCSV (RNA1 and RNA2) and SPFMV two well-supported
clades (I and II) were resolved. The SPCFV tree resolved three well-supported clades
(I–III) while four well-supported clades were resolved in SPVC (I–IV). Similar clades
were resolved within the coalescent species trees. However, there were disagreements
between the clades resolved in the gene trees compared to those from the whole
genome tree and coalescent species trees. However the coat protein gene tree of SPCSV
and SPCFV resolved similar clades to the genome and coalescent species tree while this
was not the case in SPFMV and SPVC. In addition, we report variation in selective
pressure within sites of individual genes across all four viruses; overall all viruses were
under purifying selection. We report the first complete genomes of SPFMV, SPVC,
SPCFV, and a partial SPCSV from Kenya as a mixed infection in one sample. Our
findings provide a snap shot on the evolutionary relationship of sweet potato viruses
(SPFMV, SPVC, SPCFV, and SPCSV) from Kenya as well as assessing whether selection
pressure has an effect on their evolution.
Subjects Agricultural Science, Evolutionary Studies, Genomics
Keywords Recombination, Next-generation sequencing, Sweet potato virus disease, Smallholder

farmers, Selective pressure, Africa, Smallholder farmer, Plant virus
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INTRODUCTION
Sweet potato is grown in over nine million hectares (Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations (FAO), 2016) with 97% of global production confined to China
and Africa (FAOSTAT, 2006). In Africa, 90% of the production occurs around the Lake
Victoria region and in the western highlands of Kenya (Ewell, 1960; Loebenstein, 2010).
Sweet potato is considered to be a food security crop and is grown within smallholder
agro-ecosystems. It is intercropped with legumes such as beans (Phaseolus vulgaris),
cowpea (Vigna unguiculata) and groundnut (Arachis hypogaea L.) particularly within
smallholder farms in Africa. However, there is a two-fold difference in production levels
between smallholder farms in Africa compared to Asia, and America (Loebenstein,
2010). One major reason for these differences is the spread of viral diseases within the
cropping system. There are two primary modes of viral transmission within sweet
potato. Sweet potato is vegetatively propagated, and through this there is the possibility
of spreading viruses from the parent stock. The second mode of transmission is through
viruliferous aphids in particular: Aphis gossypii, Myzus persicae, Aphis craccivora and
Lipaphis erysimi and some whiteflies (Bemisia tabaci, Trialeurodes vaporariorum)
(Tugume, Mukasa & Valkonen, 2008; Navas-Castillo, Lopez-Moya & Aranda, 2014).
Some of the major viruses affecting sweet potato production include: Sweet potato
feathery mottle virus (SPFMV), genus Potyvirus, family Potyviridae, Sweet potato
chlorotic stunt virus (SPCSV), genus Crinivirus, family Closteroviridae, Sweet potato mild
mottle virus (SPMMV), genus Ipomovirus, family Potyviridae, Sweet potato virus C
(SPVC), genus potyvirus, family Potyviridae, and Sweet potato chlorotic fleck virus
(SPCFV) genus Carlavirus, family Flexiviridae (Tairo et al., 2005). Of interest within the
family Potyviridae and previously reported in the western highland of Kenya are SPFMV
and SPVC, which are typical members of the genus Potyvirus. They are flexuous, nonenveloped, rod-shaped particles that are 680–900 nm long and 11–15 nm wide
(Urcuqui-inchima, Haenni & Bernardi, 2001). They contain a single open reading frame
(ORF) that is approximately 10,000 nucleotides (nt) and transcribes 10 genes with
varying functions (Urcuqui-inchima, Haenni & Bernardi, 2001; Wainaina et al., 2018).
On the other hand, SPCSV genus Crinivirus, family Closteroviridae has a non-enveloped
bipartite genome (Karasev, 2000). The genome is composed of a positive-stranded
single-stranded RNA (+ssRNA) that encodes two ORFs; ORF1a and ORF1b (Kreuze,
Savenkov & Valkonen, 2002). The co-infection of SPFMV and SPCSV results in a
synergistic reaction between these two viruses leading to the severe symptoms that are
observed in Sweet Potato Virus Disease (SPVD), the most devastating viral disease of
sweet potato (Karyeija et al., 2000; Kreuze & Valkonen, 2017). Another major virus found
within the sweet potato production zones in east Africa is SPCFV (Aritua et al., 2007;
Aritua et al., 2009). SPCFV has a single-stranded positive-sense RNA genome with
filamentous particles of between 750 and 800 nm long and 12 nm wide (Aritua et al.,
2009). The complete genome of SPCFV consists of 9,104 nt, and contains six putative
ORFs (Aritua et al., 2009). Typical symptoms of SPCFV infection include fine chlorotic
spots on the sweet potato leaves. Co-infection of SPCFV with SPCSV results in milder
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symptoms compared to those observed in SPVD (Tugume, Mukasa & Valkonen, 2016).
It is suspected that a whitefly vector is associated with the transmission of SPCFV
(Aritua et al., 2007), however, vector transmission studies are yet to confirm this
(Aritua et al., 2007; Tugume, Mukasa & Valkonen, 2016).
The agro-ecosystems in the western highlands of Kenya are characterised by a
heterogeneous cropping system (Tittonell et al., 2007; Wainaina et al., 2018), which
allow for virus movement between crops during the growing season. To date, there have
been limited efforts to identify the diversity and phylogenomic relationships of plant
viruses in this system. In addition, it is not known what the roles of recombination and
selective pressure are in the evolution of these viruses. In this study, we used a high
throughput sequencing approach to identify plant viruses within sweet potato, and sought
to answer the question ‘What is the phylogenomic relationship of sweet potato viruses
present in the western highlands of Kenya, and what evolutionary states are they under?’
Here, we report the first complete genomes of SPFMV, SPVC and SPCSV, and a partial
SPCSV, from the western highlands of Kenya. In addition, we investigate the role of
recombination and selective pressure across the complete genome in driving the evolution
of these viruses.
These four viruses have previously been reported within east Africa, including Kenya
(Ateka et al., 2004). However, detection was dependent on either immunoassay enzyme
linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) or polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of
the partial coat protein (CP) gene (Ateka et al., 2004; Miano, LaBonte & Clark, 2008; Opiyo
et al., 2010). So far, there have been no complete genomes of these viruses reported from
Kenya. Findings from this study will provide the basis for improving molecular diagnosis
through better informed primer design and testing for a broader range of various virus
strains within eastern Africa. In addition, the new genomes from this region will further
contribute to the evolutionary analysis of this and other related sweet potato viruses.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Field collection
Ethical approval to conduct this study was obtained from the University of Western
Australia (RA/4/1/7475). In addition, permission to access all privately owned farms was
obtained through signed consent forms by the head of each household. Sampling was
carried out in the western highlands of Kenya over two cropping seasons (2015 and 2016)
during the long season from April–August. Fieldwork activities were coordinated
through the Cassava Diagnostics Project Kenyan node. We sampled 120 farms within this
period as part of a larger field survey (Wainaina et al., 2018). A total of six viral
symptomatic sweet potato samples were collected. The main viral symptoms observed on
the leaves sampled in the fields were purple ringspots with leaf crinkling. For each
symptomatic sample, two leaves were collected. One leaf of each sample was stored in
silica gel, while the second leaf sample was stored using the paper press method
(Almakarem et al., 2012). All samples were then transported to the BecA-ILRI hub
laboratories in Nairobi, Kenya for virus testing.
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Nucleic acid extraction and PCR screening of viruses
From each individual leaf, RNA was extracted using the Zymo RNA miniprep kit (Zymo,
Irvine, CA, USA) according to the manufacturers’ specifications. Extractions were then
lyophilised and shipped to the University of Western Australia for further processing.
Lyophilised RNA was subsequently reconstituted with nuclease free water. From an
aliquot of the RNA, cDNA was prepared using Promega master mix (Promega, Madison,
WI, USA) as described by the manufacturer. Subsequently, PCR was carried out using the
Bioneer master mix (Bioneer, Daedeok, Republic of Korea) using two sets of primers;
universal Potyvirus primers LegPotyF 5-GCWKCHATGATYGARGCHTGGG-3 and
LegPotyR 5-AYYTGYTYMTCHCCATCCATC-3 (Webster, 2008) and for Carlavirus primers
5-GTTTTCCCAGTCACGAC-3 and 5-ATGCCXCTXAXXCCXCC-3 (Chen, Chen &
Adams, 2002). Bean common mosaic virus was used as the positive control Potyvirus and
a non-template control nuclease free water was used as the negative control.

cDNA library preparation and RNA-Seq sequencing
A cDNA library was prepared from the a sweet potato sample that was positive after the
initial PCR screening using Illumina Truseq stranded total RNA sample preparation kit
with plant ribozero as described by the manufacturer (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). All
libraries containing the correct insert size fragments and quantity were sent to Macrogen
Korea for sequencing. Libraries were normalised based on concentration and then pooled
before sequencing. Pair-end sequencing 2 ! 150 bp was done on the rapid run mode using
a single flow cell on the Illumina Hiseq 2500 Macrogen, Korea. However, four of the
samples that were sent for sequencing failed at the quality control step of preparation and
therefore did not proceed to sequencing. One of the remaining samples produced very low
coverage, so we were unable to confidently undertake any analysis on that data. This
left one single sample with good quality sequence for analysis.

Assembly and mapping of RNA-Seq reads
Raw reads were trimmed and assembled using CLC Genomics Workbench (CLCGW ver
7.0.5) (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Trimmed reads were assembled using the following
parameters: quality scores limit set to 0.01, the maximum number of ambiguities was set
to two and read lengths less than 100 nt were discarded. Contigs were assembled using the
de novo assembly function on CLCGW essentially as described in (Kehoe et al., 2014a;
Wainaina et al., 2018). Reference-based mapping was then carried out using complete
reference genomes retrieved from GenBank. Mapping parameters were set as follows:
minimum overlap 10%, minimum overlap identity 80%, allow gaps 10% and fine-tuning
iteration up to 10 times. The consensus contig from the mapping was aligned using
MAFFT (Katoh & Standley, 2016) to the de novo contig of interest. The resulting
alignments were manually inspected for ambiguities, which were corrected with reference
to the original assembly or mapping. The ORF and annotation of the final sequences were
done in Geneious 8.1.8 (Biomatters, Auckland, New Zealand). Sequences were referred to
as nearly complete if the entire coding region was present, and complete if the entire
genome including untranslated regions were present.
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Database retrieval of whole genome sequences
Whole genome sequences, of the four sweet potato viruses, were obtained from the
National Centre of Biotechnology Information. The following sequences were obtained:
SPFMV (n = 25), SPVC (n = 20), SPCFV (n = 7), and SPCSV (n = 6). Sequence alignment
was carried out using MAFFT v7.017 (Katoh & Standley, 2013). The whole genome
sequence alignments were deposited in zenodo DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.1254787.

Detection of recombination breakpoints
Assessment of the recombination breakpoints of the nearly complete genomes from this
study and those retrieved from GenBank was carried out using the seven programs within
the RDP4 software (Martin et al., 2015). The programs used were: RDP (Martin et al.,
2005), GENECONV (Padidam, Sawyer & Fauquet, 1999), Bootscan (Martin et al., 2005),
MaxChi (Smith, 1992), Chimaera (Posada & Crandall, 2001), 3Seq (Boni, Posada &
Feldman, 2007), and SiScan (Gibbs, Armstrong & Gibbs, 2000). A true recombination
event was inferred if supported by at least four of the seven programs with a P value
cut-off of 0.05 as described by previous studies (Webster et al., 2007; Kehoe et al., 2014b;
Maina et al., 2018b).

Bayesian phylogenetic analysis, coalescent species tree estimation
using a coalescent framework and pairwise identity analyses
Bayesian inference was used to estimate the phylogenetic relationships for SPVC, SPFMV,
SPCSV, and SPCFV. These analyses were carried out on the complete genomes and
separately on individual genes. The most suitable evolutionary models were determined
by jModelTest (Darriba et al., 2012). Bayesian analysis of the nearly complete genomes was
carried out using Exabayes 1.4.1 (Aberer, Kobert & Stamatakis, 2014) while individual
genes were analysed using MrBayes 3.2.2 (Ronquist et al., 2012). MrBayes was run for 50
million generations on four chains, with trees sampled every 1,000 generations using GTR
+I+G as the evolutionary model. In each of the runs, the first 25% (2,500) of the sampled
trees were discarded as burn-in. In the ExaBayes run, each gene segment was assigned an
independent evolutionary model. ExaBayes was run was for 50 million generations on
four chains. In each run, the first 25% of the sampled trees were discarded as burn-in.
Convergence and mixing of the chains were evaluated using Tracer v1.6 (Rambaut et al.,
2014) and trees visualised using Figtree (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).
Species tree estimation using the complete genome was carried out using Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) Quartets (Chifman & Kubatko, 2014) with a coalescent
framework to estimate the species tree for SPFMV, SPCSV, SPVC, and SPCFV. The SVDQ
analysis used all quartets with support of the species tree branches based on a bootstrap
support of >50%. The species tree was visually compared to the gene trees from MrBayes
and the complete genome tree from ExaBayes. Pairwise identities on the complete and
partial sequences from Kenya, and from GenBank sequence were determined using
Geneious 8.1.9 (Biomatters, Auckland, New Zealand).
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RESULTS
RNA-Seq on total plant RNA resulted in 12,667,976 reads which after trimming for
quality came to 10,995,262 reads. De novo assembly produced 9,269 contigs from one
sample (Table 1). Plant virus contigs were identified after BLASTn searches with lengths of
between 8,427 and 16,157 nt, and had an average coverage of 1,339–11,890 times. Genome
sequences with complete ORFs and complete untranslated regions (UTRs) were considered
to be full genomes. However, genome sequences that lacked parts of the 5 and 3 UTR
regions were considered to be near complete genomes. The final sequence was obtained
from the consensus of de novo assembly and the mapped consensuses reads of 9,414–16,157 nt
in length. The four sweet potato viruses obtained from this study are summarised in Table 1,
and whole genome sequences retrieved from GenBank for analysis are summarised in
Table S1. All viral sequences generated from this study were deposited in GenBank with the
following accession numbers: SPVC (MH264531), SPCSV (RNA1 MH264532), SPCSV
(RNA2, MH264533), SPCFV (MH264534), and SPFMV (MH264535).

Analysis of recombination
Among the viral sequences from this study and those from GenBank, SPFMV was found
to be recombinant at position 9, 9,964–10,482 nt within the CP region (Table 2).
Moreover, the SPFMV sequences retrieved from GenBank were also found to be
recombinant within the P1, Nla-Pro and CP gene regions (Table 2). The P1, Nla-Pro and
CP genes were the hot spots of recombination.

Bayesian Phylogenetic relationship, coalescent species tree
estimation and percentage pairwise identity
Bayesian phylogenomic analysis among the sweet potato viruses was carried out across the
whole genome in the case of SPVC, SPFMV, and SPCFV and within RNA1 and partial
RNA2 in the case of SPCSV. Within SPCSV (RNA1 and RNA2) two well-supported clades
were resolved, identified as clade I–II (Figs. 1 and 2). The Kenyan sequences clustered
within clade II and were closely associated with two Uganda sequences and one sequence
from China in both trees. Four well-supported clades identified as clades I–IV were
resolved within the SPVC phylogenomic trees (Fig. 3). The Kenyan sequences clustered
within clade II with sequences from Peru, Spain, and East Timor (Fig. 3). Three wellsupported clades were resolved within the SPCFV phylogenomic tree, identified as clades
I–III (Fig. 4). The Kenyan sequence clustered within clade III with two Ugandan
sequences. Within the SPFMV phylogenomic tree comprising of both recombinant and
non-recombinant sequences, two clades were resolved and identified as clades I–II
(Fig. 5A). The Kenyan sequences were clustered in clade I. While phylogenomic analysis
using SPFMV non-recombinant sequences resolved two well-supported clades that were
associated with the main SPFMV strains, the russet crack (RC) clade I and the ordinary
(O) clade II (Fig. 5B). The Kenyan sequence was excluded from this phylogenomic tree
since it was recombinant. Moreover, phylogenetic analysis on the two genes where the
recombination breakpoint was identified resolved two clades for the CP gene tree
(Fig. 5C) and three clades for Nla-Pro gene tree (Fig. 5D). Within the CP gene tree,
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12,667,976 10,995,262

NC_004123 12,610

76,902

280,077

466,349

890,045

1169.4

4383.5

6133.5

11944.7

Number
Mean
of reads
coverage
mapped to (Geneious)
reference
sequence

5,430

4,309

11,890

85(16,157) 1,339

19(8,427)

9(10,368)

5(10,218)

Contig
Average
positive
coverage
for virus
(CLCGW)
and length

164,959

335,367

325,619

884,699

99

97

93;95

96

16,157

9,414

10,392

10,482

Number
% Similarity Final
of reads
BLAST
sequence
mapped
length
to contig
of interest

Note:
The four sweet potato viruses identified were: Sweet potato feathery mottle virus (SPFMV), Sweet potato virus C (SPVC), Sweet potato chlorotic fleck (SPCFV) and Sweet potato chlorotic stunt virus
(SPCSV).

10,305

KU720565

SPCSV(RNA1)/RNA2

11,410

11,424

SPCFV

FJ155666
KU877879

9,269

Length of
consensus
sequence from
mapping
(Geneious)

SPVC

SPFMV

SRF 109a

Number of Number Reference
reads after of contigs sequence
trimming produced used for
mapping

Number
of reads

Table 1 De novo assembly and mapping of viral reads using CLC Genomic Workbench version 8.5.1 and Geneious 8.1.8.

Sample ID Virus
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SPFMV_FJ155666_Peru

SPFMV_MF572056.1_EastTimor

SPFMV_FJ155666_Peru

SPFMV_SRF109a_Kenya

8

9

10

11

9,696–10,216

7,477–10,144

36–9,374

1,642–7,476

10,218–10,663

10,199–10,663

51–7,061

7,062–7,946

12–8,769

22–948

5–1,004

Detected
breakpoint

SPFMV_MF572050.1_Australia

SPFMV_SRF109a_Kenya

SPFMV_MF572053.1_EastTimor

SPFMV_MF572054.1_Australia

SPFMV_MF572049.1_Australia

SPFMV_MF572054.1_Australia

SPFMV_FJ155666_Peru

SPFMV_KP115608_South_Korea

SPFMV_MF572055.1_EastTimor

SPFMV_AB465608_South_Korea

SPFMV_AB509454_Lab_Isolates

Parental sequence (major)

SPFMV_KY296450.1_China

SPFMV_KY296450.1_China

SPFMV_MF572052.1_Australia

SPFMV_AB465608_South_Korea

SPFMV_SRF109a_Kenya

SPFMV_MF572046.1_Australia

SPFMV_MF572054.1_Australia

SPFMV_AB509454_Lab_Isolates

SPFMV_MF572054.1_Australia

SPFMV_MF572056.1_EastTimor

SPFMV_D86371_Lab_Isolates

Parental sequence (minor)

RGBMCS3seq

RGBMCS3seq

RGBMCS3seq

RGBMCS3seq

RGBMCS3seq

RGBMCS3seq

RGBMCS3seq

RGBMCS3seq

RGBMCS3seq

RGBMCS3seq

RGBMCS3seq

Detected in
RDP4

1.31 E-07

1.06 E-02

1.51 E-18

1.53 E-09

1.30 E-09

1.49 E-11

0.0042

1.11 E-18

1.42 E-36

1.41E-36

2.62 E-44

Avr P-val

Notes:
Table entries represent the recombinant sequences and the position of recombination within the complete genome. A recombination pattern was considered if supported by at least four of the seven
RDP4 programs at a significance level of 0.05.
Recombinant programs in RDP4 that detected recombinant events across the whole genome of SPFMV 3, 3seq; B, Bootscan; C, Chimera; G, Gencov; R, RDP; M, Maxchi; S, Siscan. Bold letters in the
RDP column (detected in RDP4) indicate the program that detected the highest P-value.

SPFMV_MF572054.1_Australia

SPFMV_MF572055.1_EastTimor

6

7

SPFMV_KU511268_Spain

SPFMV_MF185715.1_Brazil

3

SPFMV_KU511268_Spain

SPFMV_KP115609_South_Korea

2

4

SPFMV_AB439206_Lab_Isolates
SPFMV_MF572056.1_EastTimor

1

5

Recombinant sequence

Recombination
events

Table 2 Recombination signals across Sweet potato feathery mottle virus (SPFMV) using RDP4.

KC888966.1_China
1

KC146840.1_China
1

Clade I

KC888964.1_China
1

KC888965.1_China
1

SRF109a_MH264532_Kenya

1

KC146842.1_China

Clade II

0.6256

NC_004123.1_Uganda
1

AJ428554.1_Uganda

JQ904628.1_CCYV

0.2

Figure 1 Consensus of trees sampled in a Bayesian analysis of RNA 1 gene in Sweet potato chlorotic
stunt virus (SPCSV) with Cucurbit yellow stunting disorder virus (CCYV) as the outgroup to root the
tree. Scale bar on the phylogenetic tree represents the nucleotide substitution per every 100 sites. The
nodes across each branch are labeled with posterior probability. Tip labels contain information of: virus
name, GenBank accession number and/or field identification and country where sampling was conducted.
Full-size  DOI: 10.7717/peerj.5254/fig-1

recombinant sequence formed a distinct sub-clade identified as 1a within the larger
clade I. While in Nla-Pro the recombinant sequence clustered in clade II (Fig. 5D). The
CP gene is used as the primary target region for many virus diagnostic molecular markers,
and this region tree resolved similar clades to both the concatenated genome tree and the
coalescent species tree (Figs. S1–S4; Tables S2A–S2B) in SPCSV and SPCFV but not in
SPVC and SPFMV (Tables S2A–S2B).
Percentage pairwise identities between the Kenya sequences and the GenBank
sequences varied across the viruses within SPCSV RNA1 (83–99%), RNA2 (70–98%).
The closest match to the Kenyan sequence was two Uganda sequences (AJ428554.1 and
NC_004123.1) and a sequence from China (KC146843.1) with nucleotide identities of
between 98.7% and 98.8%. Within SPVC nucleotide, identity match ranged between
(91% and 98%). The closest match to the Kenyan sequence was a sequence from Spain
(KU511269) with 93.3% percentage identity. Percentage nucleotide identity within the
SPCFV ranged between 72% and 96%. The closest nucleotide identity matches to the
Kenyan sequence were sequences from Uganda (NC_006550 and AY461421) with
percentage identity of 96.5%. Percentage nucleotide identity within the SPFMV ranged
between 87% and 98%. The closest nucleotide identity match to the Kenyan sequence was
a sequence from China (KY296450).
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Figure 2 Consensus of trees sampled in a Bayesian analysis of RNA 2 gene in Sweet potato chlorotic
stunt virus (SPCSV). Cucurbit yellow stunting disorder virus (CCYV) was used as the out-group to root
the tree. The scale bar on the phylogenetic tree represents the nucleotide substitution per every 100 sites.
The nodes across each branch are labeled with posterior probability. Tip labels contain information of:
virus name, GenBank accession number and/or field identification and country where sampling was
conducted.
Full-size  DOI: 10.7717/peerj.5254/fig-2

Selection pressure analysis across genes
Assessment of selective pressure based on the ratio of the average synonymous and
non-synonymous (dN/dS) substitutions across the coding region of individual genes in
each of the four viruses showed evidence of purifying selection (Figs. 6A–6D). However
the rates of purifying selection (dN/dS < 1) were not homogeneous across genes. Genes
that were under relative lower purifying selection were the P1 gene in both SPVC and
SPFMV (Figs. 6A and 6D). On the other hand, triple block 3 and Nucleic acid binding
virus genes in SPCFV (Fig. 6B) and the CP genes in all four viruses were under strong
purifying selection with dN/dS ratios of ∼0.1 (Figs. 6A–6D). Purifying selection results in
minimal changes to amino acids within the respective genes, which results in slow rates of
evolution within these genes.

DISCUSSION
One of the major limitations for sweet potato production, especially within smallholder
agro-ecosystems in Kenya, is viral disease. Among these viral diseases is the SPVD
attributed to the co-infection of SPFMV and SPCSV that act in synergy to exacerbate
symptoms. In this study, we identified a mixed infection involving four viruses; SPFMV,
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Figure 3 Consensus of trees sampled in a Bayesian analysis of the whole genome of Sweet Potato
virus C (SPVC) with sweet potato feathery mottle virus (SPFMV) used as the outgroup to root the
tree. Scale bar on each phylogenetic tree represents the nucleotide substitution per every 100 sites.
The nodes across each branch are labeled with posterior probability. Tip labels contain information of:
virus name, GenBank accession number and/or field identification and country where sampling was
conducted.
Full-size  DOI: 10.7717/peerj.5254/fig-3

SPCSV, SPVC, and SPCFV. We report the first complete genome of SPFMV, SPVC,
SPCFV, and partial SPCSV from Kenya. The SPFMV and SPVC genomes are the first from
sub-Saharan Africa. Moreover, we conducted phylogenomic relationship analysis of these
genomes. In addition we identified recombination events and selective pressure as acting
on the virus genomes and potential drivers for their evolution in Kenya and globally.

High throughput RNA sequencing RNA-Seq on sweet potato
High throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) was used to identify the complete genome
and partial genome of sweet potato viruses from a viral symptomatic sweet potato. We
report the first complete genomes of SPVC (10,392 nt), SPFMV (10,482 nt), SPCFV
(9,414 nt), and partial SPCSV (16,157 nt) (Table 1) from Kenya. Presence of the SPFMV
and SPCSV are an indication of SPVD, being prevalent on the farm where sampling
was done. SPVD remains one of the major diseases infecting sweet potato in eastern
Africa. Previous reports of SPVD from the western highlands of Kenya and in the
neighbouring regions of Uganda have been made (Ateka et al., 2004; Opiyo et al., 2010;
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Figure 4 Consensus of trees sampled in a Bayesian analysis of the whole genome of Sweet potato
chlorotic fleck (SPCFV) virus with Pea Streak virus (PeSV) used as the outgroup to root the tree.
Scale bar on each phylogenetic tree represents the nucleotide substitution per every 100 sites. The
nodes across each branch are labeled with posterior probability. Tip labels contain information of: virus
name, GenBank accession number and/or field identification and country sampling where sampling was
conducted.
Full-size  DOI: 10.7717/peerj.5254/fig-4

Tugume, Mukasa & Valkonen, 2016). Prevalence of SPFMV were reported to be at 89%
while SPCSV was 55% in Kenya using ELISA. In Uganda, the prevalence levels were
between 1.3% for SPFMV and 5.4% in SPCSV based on next-generation sequencing.
In this study, we build on these findings using a whole genome sequencing approach
rather than single gene loci.
Sweet potato feathery mottle virus and SPVC belong to the family Potyviridae, and are
spread by viruliferous aphids and through infected cuttings within sweet potato (Ateka
et al., 2004). In addition, a Carlavirus SPCFV and partial Crinivirus, SPCSV were also
identified (Table 1) with the primary mode of transmission being whitefly vectors coupled
with infected cuttings (Kreuze, Savenkov & Valkonen, 2002; Navas-Castillo, Lopez-Moya &
Aranda, 2014). Feeding of whitefly and aphids on the same plants results in the
transmission of different viruses within that same host plant. This increases the chances of
co-infection of multiple insect transmitted viruses. It is therefore likely that within the
agro-ecosystems of western Kenya, there is heavy infestation of both aphids and whitefly
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Figure 5 Consensus of trees sampled in a Bayesian analysis of the whole genome phylogenetic tree. (A) Sweet potato feathery mottle virus
(SPFMV) with Sweet potato virus C (SPVC) as the out-group with both recombinant and non-recombinant sequences. (B) Sweet potato feathery
mottle virus (SPFMV) with Sweet potato virus C (SPVC) as the out-group based on non-recombinant sequences. (C) Consensus of trees sampled in
a Bayesian analysis of the coat protein gene of Sweet potato feathery mottle virus (SPFMV) with Sweet potato virus C (SPVC) as the outgroup using
recombinant (clade Ia) and non-recombinant sequences. (D) Consensus of trees sampled in a Bayesian analysis of the Nla-Pro gene of Sweet potato
feathery mottle virus (SPFMV) with clade II comprising of recombinant sequences that are evolving at different rates compared to non-recombinant
sequences. Scale bar on each phylogenetic tree representative on the nucleotide substitution per every 100 sites. The nodes across each branch are
labeled with posterior probability. Tip labels contain information of: virus name, GenBank accession number and/or field identification and
country sampled.
Full-size  DOI: 10.7717/peerj.5254/fig-5

vectors. Previous studies have reported aphid and whitefly-transmitted viruses in crops
within the western region (Legg et al., 2006, 2014; Mangeni et al., 2014; Wainaina et al.,
2018) and the Lake Victoria region (Tugume et al., 2010a; Adikini et al., 2015; Adikini et al.,
2016). Moreover, farming practices within smallholder farms, which include partial
harvesting of mature sweet potato, are thought to help maintain the virus within the agroecosystem. The advantage of this practice is it allows for the crop to remain underground,
where it stores well (Loebenstein, 2010), providing a sustainable food source for the
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Figure 6 Selection pressure within sites of the coding region of viral gene fragments determined by
assessing the average synonymous and non-synonymous (dN/dS) using SLAC that were plotted
against each gene segment. (A) Sweet potato virus C (B) Sweet potato feathery mottle virus (SPFMV)
(C) Sweet potato chlorotic fleck virus (SPCFV) (D) RNA1 and RNA 2 genes of Sweet potato chlorotic stunt
virus (SPCSV). Genes with selection pressure of below 0.0 were not plotted.
Full-size  DOI: 10.7717/peerj.5254/fig-6

farmers. However, a major drawback of these practices is that these sweet potato
crops may act as potential viral reservoirs that then become a viral source that aids
dissemination to non-infected host plants by insect vectors during the cropping season.
This phenomenon results in the continuous circulation of viruses within the agroecosystems.

Recombination in sweet potato viruses
Survival of plant viruses is dependent on their ability to be successfully transmitted to
suitable host plants. Survival within the host plant is dependent on the ability of the virus
to evade the host plant resistance system, while at the same time maintaining their genetic
vigour to allow for replication. One approach that they utilise for their survival is
recombination, which is a key driver of virus evolution and in addition to this, beneficial
traits are acquired while deleterious ones are removed. Within the Potyviridae,
recombination is highly prevalent (Varsani et al., 2008; Elena, Fraile & Garcı́a-Arenal,
2014; Ndunguru et al., 2015; Tugume, Mukasa & Valkonen, 2016; Wainaina et al., 2018).
Moreover, co-infection of multiple viruses, in particular within sweet potato, can result in
well-adapted viruses and has been adversely reported in other countries (Tugume et al.,
2010a; Maina et al., 2018a, 2018b).
Analysis of recombination on both the new sequence and those retrieved from
GenBank, identified 11 recombinant sequences in SPFMV (Table 2), which included the
Kenyan sequence. The three other viruses identified (SPCV, SPVC, and SPCFV) from
Kenya were not recombinant. The SPVC sequences from GenBank sequences were
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recombinant but are well described and discussed elsewhere (Maina et al., 2018b). Within
SPFMV, recombination was mainly found within P1, Nla-Pro and the CP region of the
genome. These findings are consistent with previous SPFMV reports (Maina et al., 2018a,
2018b). The CP region is a hot spot of recombination mainly due to the selective
pressure from the host immune system. As a strategy to evade the host immune system,
the viral CP is constantly changing. On the other hand, the P1 gene is postulated to be the
driver for diversity of the Potyviruses. This resulted in evolutionary branching of other
members of the Potyviruses such as the ipomovirus and tritimoviruses (Valli, López-Moya &
Garcı́a, 2007). The main driver of recombination within the P1 region is postulated to
be the interaction between the N-terminal region of P1 gene and the host plant
(Valli, López-Moya & Garcı́a, 2007). It is therefore common to have both intragenus
and intergenus recombination within P1 thus facilitating better host adaption. Similarily,
we postulate this could also be the primary reason for the recombination events within
Nla-Pro. Nla-Pro is associated with the proteolytic activities within members of the
family Potyviridae. In addition, it regulates the potyviral proteins at different stages of
infection thus ensuring successful viral colonisation (Ivanov et al., 2014).

Phylogenomic relationship between sweet potato viruses
Phylogenetic analyses were carried out between the complete genomes from Kenya and
reference GenBank sequences (Figs. 1–5). In both, SPCSV RNA1 and RNA2 (Figs. 1 and 2)
and SPCFV (Fig. 4) Kenya and Uganda sequences clustered together in well-supported
clades. The percentage nucleotide similarity was over 96% compared to Uganda
sequences. We suggest the clustering of Uganda and Kenya sequences could be due to
movement of infected plant cuttings across the borders of Kenya and Uganda.
Communities living in this region have a shared kinship that transcends the geopolitical
borders and often there is exchange of vegetative planting material. Moreover, there is
inadequate phytosanitary screening across the borders for plant cuttings. Previous
studies have reported both virus and vector movement through plant cuttings along these
border regions (Legg et al., 2011). In addition, this mode of virus spread has also been
reported in other vegetatively propagated crops such as cassava (Legg et al., 2014;
Alicai et al., 2016).
Sweet potato virus C sequences from this study clustered with the South-American Peru,
Spanish, and one East Timor sequence in a single well-supported clade (Clade II) (Fig. 3)
with the closest similarity a sequence from Spain (KU511269) with 93% nucleotide
identity. SPVC is likely to have been introduced into the eastern Africa regions through
trade, and the British colonialists and missionaries, with the introduction of sweet
potato into eastern Africa. The Portuguese traders transported sweet potato from
South America to Africa through Mozambique and Angola around the 15th century
(Loebenstein, 2010). The British colonialists subsequently followed them in 1662. We
hypothesize SPVC may then may have jumped into the native vegetation, and has been
maintained within the agro-ecosystem since that time. More recently, international trade
between Kenya, Europe and parts of South America, is a possible route for the continued
introduction of SPVC into the western highlands of Kenya. More SPVC genomes
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sequenced across more geographical regions will in future provide an opportunity to
better understand the evolutionary dynamics of this virus.
The phylogenomic relationship of SPFMV sequences is possibly distorted due to
the presence of recombinant SPFMV sequences (Table 2). Recombination has been
implicated in misrepresenting the true phylogenetic relationship of viruses (Schierup &
Hein, 2000; Posada & Crandall, 2002; Varsani et al., 2008). In this study, SPFMV sequences
both from this study and GenBank were found to be recombinant (Table 2). Recombinant
sequences formed a distinct clade on both the CP and Nla-Pro gene trees (Figs. 5C–5D)
and whole genome tree (Figs. 5A–5B). A significant feature of recombination on the
phylogenetic tree is the splitting of sequences into recombinant versus non-recombinant
clades, which was observed (Figs. 5A, 5C, and 5D). Thus any inference in the clustering of
SPFMV sequences, in particular, with recombinant sequences present is likely to be
inaccurate. The SPFMV phylogenomic tree with non-recombinant sequences resolved two
clades associated with two of the three main phylogroups present in SPFMV associated
with the SPFMV strains RC and O (Kreuze et al., 2000; Maina et al., 2018a) (Fig. 5B).
Single gene loci are used in routine molecular diagnostics and subsequent analysis
of the phylogenetic relationship of viruses. A majority of the gene trees across all four
viruses were discordant to the concatenated genome tree except within the CP gene which
is the primary diagnostic marker (Colinet et al., 1995). However there was concordance
between the number of clades resolved from the concatenated whole genome tree, the
coalescent species tree, and the CP gene trees in SPCSV (RNA1 and RNA2) and SPCFV
(Table S2B) however, this was not the case in SPFMV and SPVC (Table S2B). The
discordance between the gene trees and the species trees could be attributed to;
incomplete lineage sorting (ILS), gene gain and loss, horizontal gene transfer (HGT) and
gene duplication (Maddison, 1997). It is probable that some of these factors could be the
difference between the gene and species trees. These findings support the use of the CP as
an ideal diagnostic marker for molecular diagnostics within SPCSV and SPCFV. Our
findings are comparable to previous virus whole-genome studies (Wainaina et al., 2018).
However, they also differ with other viruses within the Potyviridae, for example within
ipomoviruses such as the cassava brown streak virus and Uganda cassava brown streak
virus (Alicai et al., 2016). A probable cause of these differences could be the divergence of
the Ipomoviruses from other members of the family Potyviridae. Therefore, it is necessary
to evaluate all gene trees against the coalescent species tree and concatenated genome tree
of individual viruses. This will aid in determining which of the genes reflects the true
phylogenetic relationship of the virus based on the sequences. This approach is more
stringent, and provides a robust analysis to choose a suitable gene region from which to
create new diagnostic tools. This is imperative for the control and management of plant
viral infections.

Selection pressure analysis between genes of the sweet
potato viruses
Selective pressure across genes of RNA viruses varies across viral families and genes
(Duffy, Shackelton & Holmes, 2008). Though RNA viruses undergo rapid evolutionary
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rates, this is dictated by several factors such as viral populations, inter versus intra-host
variation, and population sizes (Duffy, Shackelton & Holmes, 2008). Across all the viral
sequences (Figs. 6A–6D) the CP genes were under strong purifying selection dN/dS ∼
0.1. This strong purifying selection is evident in a majority of vector-transmitted viruses,
due to the fitness trade-off phenomena (Chare & Holmes, 2004). The fitness trade-off
states that due to the limited number of insect vectors and specificity between the insect
vectors and viruses that transmit RNA viruses, the evolution of the RNA viruses is
constrained by their insect vectors (Power, 2000; Chare & Holmes, 2004). While
deleterious mutations occurring within the RNA viruses could potentially affect their
transmission, they are removed through purifying selection (Chare & Holmes, 2004).
Purifying selection is more pronounced within the CP as previously reported (Chare &
Holmes, 2004; Alicai et al., 2016; Wainaina et al., 2018). This further supports the
hypothesis of the fitness trade-off phenomena in particular within plant RNA viruses
with insect vectors.
On the other hand, within SPFMV and SPVC from the family Potyviridae we identified
the P1 gene region to be under the least selection pressure (Figs. 6A and 6B). This indicates
that though purifying selection was evident within the P1 gene, it was to a lesser
extent compared to the CP gene. P1 is associated with viral adaptation of the host
plant (Shi et al., 2007, Salvador et al., 2008; Tugume et al., 2010b), and it interferes with the
host plant RNA induced silencing complex (Tugume et al., 2010b). This helps to ensure
that viruses can evade the host immune response. This increases the chances for the virus
to establish itself and survive within the host plant. Mutations that may facilitate survival
of the virus are therefore tolerated within the P1 region. Overall, all genes within the
SPCFV were under strong purifying selection.

CONCLUSION
We used high throughput sequencing on viral symptomatic sweet potato plants collected
within the western highlands of Kenya. We identified co-infection of SPCSV, SFMV,
SPVC, and SPCFV and obtained the first complete genome of these viruses from Kenya.
Moreover, percentage nucleotide identity in SPCSV and SCFV sequences from Kenya were
closely matched to sequences from Uganda with nucleotide similarity of above 96%.
Inadequate phytosanitary measures and a porous border between Kenya and Uganda are
likely factors that contribute to and further exacerbate the problem. The SPVC whole
genome from this study clustered with sequences from South America. We postulate that
SPVC may have been introduced into eastern Africa from the initial sweet potato cultivars
from South America. SPVC was subsequently maintained within native vegetation and
by vegetative propagation after the initial viral jump. Evolutionary insights based on
recombination events and selective pressure analysis revealed the following; within all four
viruses, only SPFMV sequences were found to be recombinant. This was especially within
the P1, Nla-Pro and CP genes. Recombinant SPFMV sequences formed a distinct clade on
both the whole genome tree and the gene trees, particularly within the Nla-Pro and CP
genes. Conversely, selection pressure analysis across the genes varied across all four
viruses. The CP gene was under strong purifying selection in all viruses, while the P1 gene
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in SPFMV and SPVC showed weak positive selection. Our findings provide a snap shot of
viruses present within sweet potato and a more extensive study within the western
highlands of Kenya would most likely reveal more extensive viral infections within this
region.
Future studies should be conducted within the Lake Victoria region and the western
highlands of Kenya, to identify all possible sweet potato viruses and potential viral
reservoirs within this region. A combination of both sequencing using the Oxford
nanopore sequencing technology (Boykin et al., 2018), ELISA, and Loop mediated
isothermal amplification, may provide faster and more cost effective approaches for the
detection of multiple viruses within symptomatic sweet potato. This is especially
important within east Africa where multiple viral infections are prevalent in most
vegetatively propagated crops. Moreover, the availability of more viral sequences within
this region will allow for further viral evolution studies to be conducted. This information
will be crucial in determining when the viruses undergo changes and what the drivers of
these changes are within the agro-ecosystems.
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Abstract
Trialeurodes vaporariorum (Westwood, 1856) (Greenhouse whitefly) is an agricultural pest of global importance. It is associated with damage to plants during feeding
and subsequent virus transmission. Yet, global phylogenetic relationships, population structure, and estimation of the rates of gene flow within this whitefly species
remain largely unexplored. In this study, we obtained and filtered 227 GenBank records of mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase I (mtCOI) sequences of T. vaporariorum,
across various global locations to obtain a final set of 217 GenBank records. We further amplified and sequenced a *750 bp fragment of mtCOI from an additional 31
samples collected from Kenya in 2014. Based on a total of 248 mtCOI sequences, we
identified 16 haplotypes, with extensive overlap across all countries. Population
structure analysis did not suggest population differentiation. Phylogenetic analysis
indicated the 2014 Kenyan collection of samples clustered with a single sequence
from the Netherlands to form a well-supported clade (denoted clade 1a) nested within the total set of sequences (denoted clade 1). Pairwise distances between sequences
show greater sequence divergence between clades than within clades. In addition,
analysis using migrate-n gave evidence for recent gene flow between the two groups.
Overall, we find that T. vaporariorum forms a single large group, with evidence of further diversification consisting primarily of Kenyan sequences and one sequence from
the Netherlands forming a well-supported clade.
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Assessment of global population structure

Whiteflies are important agricultural pests with a global
distribution (Anderson et al., 2004; Lapidot et al., 2014). Their
agricultural importance is associated with damage caused
during feeding on the plant phloem and in the production of
honeydew (Colvin et al., 2006; Prijović et al., 2013). Honeydew
serves both to reduce transpiration and as an inoculation point
for saprophytic fungi, which grow over the leaf surface reducing photosynthesis (Colvin et al., 2006). Among the most economically important whiteflies is the greenhouse whitefly,
Trialeurodes vaporariorum (Westwood, 1856), which transmits
a number of plant viruses of the genera Crinivirus and
Torradovirus (Navas-Castillo et al., 2011, 2014). Of these, the
Criniviruses, Tomato chlorosis virus (ToCV) and Tomato infectious chlorosis virus (TICV), are of major economic importance
in tomato production globally (Wisler, 1998; Wintermantel
et al., 2009). In Africa, ToCV and TICV have been reported
from Morocco and South Africa (EPPO, 2005) and more recently from greenhouses in Sudan (Fiallo-Olivé et al., 2011).
The viruses are able to infect a wide host range beyond tomato
(Fortes et al., 2012). Production losses attributed to T. vaporariorum transmitted viruses such as the sweet potato chlorotic
stunt virus are a major constraint on sweet potato production
in Kenya, with uninfected sweet potatoes yielding 50% more
production than infected plants (Ateka et al., 2004; Miano et al.,
2008).

On the basis of these studies we posed the following question: what is the phylogenetic relationship of T. vaporarioum
samples from SSA, and in particular Kenya, compared with
global populations?
To help answer this question, we carried out a field survey in
2014 across smallholder farms located in the Kenyan highlands,
which produce primarily common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris, var
humilis Alef). Using T. vaporarioum mtCOI sequences of both the
Kenyan T. vaporarioum sequences and global GenBank records,
we assessed the following: haplotype distribution and phylogenetic and population structuring within T. vaporarioum sequences. In addition, we estimated the rate of gene flow
using Bayesian estimation. We report for the first time global
T. vaporarioum population, phylogenetic and haplotype distributions and gene flow estimates in this invasive pest.

Materials and methods
Sample collection
Sample collection of whiteflies was carried out on private
property, following informed consent from the landowners.
Adult whiteflies were collected on common beans
(Phaseoulus vulgaris) growing within smallholder farms in
Kenya. Sampling was done in the short rain season of
November 2014, across three counties in Katumani/
Machakos, Kiambu and Kajiado (table 1). In each farm, common bean plants were examined for the presence of whiteflies
across a ‘z’ transect. Whiteflies were collected using a mouth
aspirator and aspirated directly into a falcon tube (BD,
Biosciences, USA) with RNAlater (Sigma, USA; cat no.
R0901). Whiteflies were then shipped to the University of
Western Australia and stored at room temperature.

Phylogeographical structure of T. vaporariorum in
Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA)
Though T. vaporarioum is globally distributed, few studies
have explored the phylogeographical structuring and genetic
diversity of T. vaporariorum populations from sub-Saharan
Africa (SSA) and in particular Kenya (Mound & Halsey,
1978; Njaramb, 2000; Kapantaidaki et al., 2015). The majority
of phylogeographical studies of T. vaporariorum have been confined to temperate regions (Roopa et al., 2012; Prijović et al.,
2014; Kapantaidaki et al., 2015). Most of these studies showed
a lack of distinct phylogeographical structuring coupled with
low genetic diversity.
Roopa et al. (2012) used both mitochondrial cytochrome
c oxidase I (mtCOI) and a nuclear marker (ITS-1) to assess
the genetic diversity and phylogeographical structuring of
T. vaporariorum within populations in India. They reported
no significant differences among T. vaporarioum populations.
Kapantaidaki et al. (2015) supported these findings using a
combination of mtCOI and secondary endosymbionts. In
addition, Prijović et al. (2013) reported a similar lack of
phylogeographical structuring across populations in Serbia
and surrounding countries. However, some studies have reported population structuring in different regions, with several drivers implicated as influencing population structure.
In particular, Ovčarenko et al. (2014) reported population structuring in Finland and attributed this to habitat, specifically to
field vs. greenhouses populations. Gao et al. (2014) reported
population structuring across the different regions of China
and suggested the primary driver was multiple introduction
points into China. There have been no similar studies in SSA.
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Genomic DNA isolation
Genomic DNA was extracted from individual whiteflies
collected from each of the three sites using the Zymo Insect
and Tissue extraction kit (Zymo, USA) as described by the
manufacturer. Individual whiteflies were added into a ZR
Bashing bead lysis tube containing 750 µl lysis solution.
Bashing beads were then mounted on a Fast Prep®-24 MP
bead beater and ground at 6 M/S for 40 s. Bashing beads
were centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 1 min. Subsequent steps
were as described by the manufacturer, with the only modification being the elution of genomic DNA with 30 µl of
nuclease-free water followed by a centrifugation step at
10,000 × g for 30 s. Genomic DNA was stored at −20°C until
analysis was carried out.

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequencing
Mitochondria COI T. vaporariorum-specific primers CO1-F:
5′-GCCTGGTTTTGGCATTA-3′ and the reverse primer CO1-R:
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Fig. 1. Global map showing source of Trialeurodes vaporariorum sequences from GenBank and collected in this study.
Source: www.premiumslides.com/powerpoint/world-map-kit.html
Key: Trialeurodes vaporariorum samples included in this study.

T. vaporariorum mtCOI sequences were retrieved from
GenBank and assigned to geographical location based on
GenBank metadata file records and supporting information
in publication. We filtered these sequences and excluded sequences where geographical location was missing and those
that where representative haplotypes rather than individual
sequences leaving a total of (n = 217) sequences for analysis.
T. vaporariorum from each country were mapped on a global
map (fig. 1). mtCOI sequences retrieved from GenBank were
combined with sequences from this study (Supplementary
table 1). The combined sequences were aligned using
MAFFT in Geneious version 8 with default parameters
(Kearse et al., 2012). Manual inspection, adjustment of gaps
and trimming of overhangs was carried out.

5′-GCTTATTTAGCACCCACTCTA-3′ were used to amplify a *750 bp of mtCOI gene (Gao, et al., 2014). PCR was carried out in a total reaction mix of 20 µl with 5 µl of whitefly
DNA as template, 10 µl Bulk AccuPower(R) PCR Premix containing 1 U of Top DNA polymerase, 250 µM of dNTP (dATP,
dCTP, dGTP, dTTP), 10 mM Tris–HCl (pH9.0), 30 mM KCl,
1.5 mM MgCl2, 1 µl of 5 µM forward and 5 µM reverse primers and 3 µl of nuclease free water. The PCR reaction was
run on an eppendorf thermocycler (Eppendorf, Hamburg,
Germany) under the following conditions; initial denaturation
for 2 min at 94°C followed by 35 cycles of 94°C for 20 s, annealing for 30 s at 52°C, elongation for 1 min at 72°C, final elongation for 30 min at 72°C. PCR amplicons were separated in a
2% agarose gel pre-stained with gel red (Biotium, CA, USA)
and run in 0.5× Tris-Boric EDTA (TBE) electrophoresis buffer
for 35 min at 100 V and detected under UV light (Biorad, CA,
USA). PCR products were purified using Qiaquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen Inc.) as described by the manufacturer.
Purified PCR products were sent for bi-directional Sanger sequencing at Macrogen Korea.

Haplotypes networks based on mtCOI sequences of
T. vaporariorum
Associations between global haplotypes were determined
using median joining algorithms implemented in NETWORK
version 5.0 (Bandelt et al., 1999) with two outgroups, T. ricin
and T. lauri, included under default parameters.

Sequence alignment and GenBank data retrieval
A total of 31 forward and reverse sequences of the 3′ end of
mtCOI were obtained. Raw chromatograms were visually inspected using Geneious version 8 (http://www.geneious.
com, Kearse et al., 2012) across all the bases, with ambiguities
corrected. Consensus sequences were generated for each
whitefly, and used for subsequent analysis. Basic local
alignment search (BLAST) was carried out to confirm that
all sequences were T. vaporariorum. In addition, 227
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Phylogenetic analysis
Selection of the optimal model for phylogenetic analysis was
determined using jModeltest 2 (Darriba et al., 2012), using 11 substitution schemes. The optimal model selected based on the
Akaike information criterion was TPM2uf + G, while the optimal
model using the Bayesian information criterion was HKY + I.
The HKY + I model was used for subsequent analysis
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Table 1. Trialeurodes vaporariorum location and host plants collected in this study.
*Location

Coordinates

Host plant

Kajiado
Katumani

1′32.454S 36′44.573E
1′34.95S 37′14.503E

Phaseolus vulgaris (Common Bean)
P. vulgaris (Common Bean)

No of samples sequenced
2
4

Kiambu

1′7.781S 36′31.198E

P. vulgaris (Common Bean)

25

incorporates variable base frequencies and separate transition
and transversion rates. MrBayes was run on the Magnus
Supercomputer at the Pawsey Supercomputer Centre at the
University of Western Australia using 76 core/h (274230s).
Bayesian analysis was carried out for two independent runs
using the command ‘lset nst = 2 rates = gamma’ for 50 million
generations, with trees sampled every 1000 generations. In
each of the runs, the first 25% (2500) trees were discarded as
burn-in. Convergence and mixing of the chains were evaluated
using Tracer v1.6 (Rambaut et al., 2014). LnL had an effective
sample size (ESS) of greater than 2000 a mean of –1509.4812,
and stdev 11.0176. Maximum-likelihood (ML) phylogenetic
trees were estimated under the HKY + I model in PAUP*
4.0a147 (Swofford, 2003), with bootstrap support based on 100
replicates.

Table 2. Posterior probabilities on the number of populations (K)
within Trialeurodes vaporariorum for the COI sequences across all
geographical locations using Structurama 2.0.
Number of population
(K)

Results
Distribution of T. vaporariorum haplotypes across global
collections

Evaluation of T. vaporariorum population structure using
Bayesian analysis

In this study, 31 T. vaporariorum sequences were generated
and deposited in GenBank under accession numbers
KX058201–KX058231 (table 1). An additional 217 sequences
from GenBank (after the filtering step) were combined with
our sequences for subsequent analysis. All sequences and accession numbers from GenBank and generated from this study
are provided in Supplementary table 1. Analysis across the
combined global dataset based on the 248 sequences, including two outgroups revealed 18 haplotypes, with 16 unique
haplotypes within T. vaporariorum and two haplotypes from
the outgroups T. lauri and T. ricini (fig. 2).

To determine the population structure of T. vaporariorum
mtCOI sequences across different geographical locations we
used Structurama 2.0 (Huelsenbeck et al., 2011), which implements a Dirichlet process prior for the number of populations.
The default parameters of Gamma (0.100, 10.000) were run,
and the model without admixture was used. MCMC was
run for one million generations and samples were collected
every 1000 generations. Two independent runs were carried
out to assess whether the MCMC algorithm converged to
the same values (table 2).

Median joining networks based on mtCOI sequences of
T. vaporariorum

Bayesian estimation of the rate gene flow between phylogenetic
groups

Assessments of genetic relationships among the 18 haplotypes identified were based on a median joining network of
the mtCOI sequences (fig. 2), showing two outgroup haplotypes
(red circles), while the T. vapararioum samples are shown by
green and yellow circles. Haplotypes 2 (HAP_2) and 3
(HAP_3) were the dominant haplotypes across all geographical

To evaluate gene flow between T. vaporariorum found in
clades 1 and 1a, we carried out Bayesian estimation of migration rates using migrate-n v 3. 6. 11 (Beerli & Palczewski, 2010).
We evaluated four models: (a) model one assumed T. vaporariorum sequences were from a single population (b) model two

A4787 CA
D
64 5C 7:8 AC: 6AC8 2 8CD
64 5C 7:8 AC: 6AC8 8C D
D 7A AC:

A 38D 8C , D C4 4 / 5C4C
1

0.67
0.28
0.05
0.00

assumed T. vaporariorum migration from clades 1a to 1 (c)
model three assumed T. vaporariorum migration from clade 1
to the nested clade 1a, and (d) model four assumed migration
from clades 1 to 1a and the reverse. To test our models, we
used the following search parameters: short chains 10,
(10,000 genealogies) long chains = 4, genealogies (100,000)
with a burn-in of 10,000. Evaluation of the most suitable models was based on the highest model probabilities and the natural log of Bayes factor (LBF).

To assess the extent of divergence between the main group
(1) and a nested group (1a), we computed the proportion of
base difference between representative sequences in the two
groups using p distances implemented in MEGA 5 (Tamura
et al., 2011) (fig. 4).

D

Posterior probability

1
2
3
4

Estimates of evolutionary divergence between sequences across
clades

.A

GenBank Accession numbers
KX058204, KX058211
KX058202
KX058205
KX058207
KX058214
KX058201-KX058203
KX058206
KX058208-KX058209
KX058210
KX058212
KX058213
KX058215-KX058231
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Fig. 2. Median joining network generated using the program NETWORK version 5.0 for 16 mtCOI haplotypes of Trialeurodes including two
outgroup sequences. (Trialeurodes ricin, Trialeurodes lauri). *Haplotypes in circulation across global location are highlighted in yellow, those
present in Kenya are highlighted in green and the outgroups are in red. *Number of individual sequences within the two dominant
haplotypes were Haplotype 2 (n = 26), Haplotype 3 (n = 201).

locations, while within Kenya haplotype HAP_2, HAP_7 and
HAP_8 were present (fig. 2).

populations and 0.05 for K = 3 populations. All other numbers
of populations received posterior probability of <0.01.

Phylogenetic analysis of T. vaporariorum and assessment of
sequence divergence

Estimation of the rate of gene flow
Estimation of the rate of gene flow between T. vaporarioum
from the two groups on the phylogenetic tree was assessed
using four hypotheses. Assessment of the most probable
models was based on model probability and the natural LBF
(table 3). The optimal model was three that had the highest
model probability of 0.879622055 and log marginal likelihood
−10842.01932. It hypothesised gene flow from individuals
found in clade 1 to those found within the nested clade 1a of
the phylogenetic tree (table 3).

Phylogenetic relationships of T. vaporariorum across geographical locations were assessed using Bayesian phylogenetic
inference as implemented in MrBayes 3.2.2 (Huelsenbeck et al.,
2011) and maximum-likelihood implemented in PAUP*
(Swofford, 2003). Phylogenetic trees from both methods (fig. 3
and Supplementary figs 1 and 2) yielded one main clade (denoted clade 1) and a nested clade (denoted clade 1a) containing
a subset of Kenyan and one sequence from the Netherlands that
was supported with >0.9 posterior probability and 50% bootstrap support, respectively. T. ricin and T. lauri were used as
the outgroup for rooting the tree (Kinene et al., 2016). The two
outgroups selected were the closest recent relatives of T. vaporariorum based on the NCBI taxonomic classification database. To
evaluate evolutionary divergence of sequences between clades 1
and 1a, we assessed pairwise nucleotide sequence comparisons
using p distance (fig. 4). Pairwise comparison showed differences ranging between 0.023 and 0.0068 between clades, while
distances within clades were <0.00001 (fig. 4).

Discussion
In this study, we assessed the phylogeographical structuring and genetic diversity of T. vaporariorum globally.
Phylogeographical structuring resulted in one main clade (1)
with global sequences and a nested clade (1a) containing a
subset of Kenyan and one sequence from the Netherlands.
Population structure analysis identified a single population
(K = 1) across all T. vaporariorum sequences. Sequence pairwise
distance (fig. 4) shows signs of sequence divergence between
groups and minimal divergence within groups. This was further assessed through the estimation of gene flow between
T. vaporariorum sequences clustering within the two groups
on the phylogenetic tree. Bayesian estimation using migration
showed evidence for gene flow from clade 1 to the nested clade
1a on the phylogenetic tree.

Bayesian analysis of T. vaporariorum population structure
Population structure of T. vaporariorum was evaluated
using Structurama 2.0, with default parameter settings and
no admixture. All of the T. vaporariorum sequences clustered
as one population (K = 1), supported by a posterior probability
of 0.67 (table 2), with posterior probability of 0.28 for K = 2
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Fig. 3. Bayesian phylogenetic relationships of representative haplotype sequences of T. vaporariorum and two outgroups (T. ricin, T. lauri)
generated with MrBayes 3.2.2. HAP: Haplotype numbers assigned for each tip.
Key: 1: The main group. 1a: Nested group within the main group.

Table 3. Bayesian estimation of migration rates across all
Trialeurodes vaporariorum sequences using Migrate 3.6.

Haplotype networks
The relationship among the T. vaporariorum haplotypes
(fig. 2) across different global geographical location was
based on the median joining network (fig. 2). The two main
nodes (HAP_2, HAP_3) (fig. 2) were present across all geographical locations. Within Kenyan T. vaporariorum sequences
three haplotypes were identified in circulation (HAP_2,
HAP_7, HAP_8) (fig. 2), while Haplotype_8 was found as a
unique haplotype within Kenya. Kenyan and Netherlands sequences found within the nested clade 1a were from haplotype
HAP_7.
Our findings report fewer haplotypes than previously reported among T. vaporariorum (Prijović et al., 2014). This is likely due to the selection criteria used in this study. However a
majority of the haplotypes identified overlap across
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Bezier ImL
(log marginal
likelihood)

Model
Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 4

−10887.62978
−10844.00818
−10842.01932
−110032.70967

Model
probability
<0.00001
0.120377945
0.879622055
<0.00001

LBF
−91.220914
−3.977714
–
−323.380696

geographical locations and could indicate a single source of
a T. vaporariorum lineage that is easily adapted to different
niche habitats (Kapantaidaki et al., 2015). It is probable that
continuous expansion of T. vaporariorum haplotypes across
global locations and specifically from this study could be two-
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Fig. 4. P distances calculated between Trialeurodes vaporariorum nucleotide sequences clustering on clade 1 and nested clade la on the
phylogenetic tree using MEGA 5.1. The proportion of base differences per site between sequences is shown. The analysis involved 14
nucleotide sequences. All ambiguous positions were removed for each sequence pair. There were a total of 443 positions in the final
dataset. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA5 (Tamura et al., 2011).
. (ii) Comparison between groups clades 1 and 1a
.
Key: (i) Comparison within group clade 1 and clade 1a

fold. First, there has been an increase in global trade on horticultural products, such as cut flowers from Kenya (Ulrich,
2014). This has resulted in increased importation of flower cuttings as propagation material from temperate ecoregions.
Flower cuttings are potential carriers of T. vaporariorum because the eggs are difficult to detect, especially when handling
large consignments, but readily hatch under ideal climatic
conditions. This mode of T. vaporariorum movement has
been implicated as one of the main modes of distribution within invasive pests globally (Grapputo et al., 2005). Secondly,
proliferation of polyhouses for horticulture production potentially provides appropriate microclimatic conditions sufficient
for the emergence of T. vaporariorum and subsequent release
into the open field. The importance of the polyhouse in building up T. vaporariorum populations and controlling gene flow
has previously been reported (Roopa et al., 2012). However,
distinct haplotypes present within Kenya (HAP_7), Costa
Rica (HAP_12, HAP_13, HAP_14), and India (HAP_17)
could be indications of local adaptations of T. vaporariorum
within these regions.

segregation leading to an early differentiating species within
the nested clade. Further information may be obtained
through the additional sequencing of nuclear genes within
T. vaporariorum from SSA. Thus over time, with more sampling,
and an increased number of genetic markers, this might result
in the identification of distinct T. vaporariorum populations.

Population structure based on Bayesian analysis
Population structure analysis of T. vaporariorum using
Structurama showed the strongest support for one population
(posterior probability 0.67; table 3). Population structure results of one population differed with the phylogenetic tree of
one main group (clade 1), and subclade 1a within T. vaporariorum (fig. 3 and Supplementary fig. 1). Our findings concur with
(Gao et al., 2014) where they report lack of geographical structuring within the T. vaporariorum populations though several
populations were reported. This further supports our hypothesis of a single source of T. vaporariorum introduced into SSA
and other non-native T. vaporariorum range areas.

Phylogeographical structuring and evolutionary divergence of
T. vaporariorum sequences

Gene flow estimation and population subdivision
To further evaluate phylogenetic and population structure
results of T. vaporariorum globally, we used isolation by migration models. We used the Bayesian estimation method implemented in migrate-n to estimate migration rates and evaluated
the models based on model probabilities and LBF. Our findings indicate there was gene flow (table 3) between sequences
in clade 1 and those in clade 1a (Kenyan and Netherlands samples). Unrestricted gene flow between clades is an indication
that sequences on clades 1 and 1a were not sufficiently distinct
to be considered as distinct species, but also rejected the hypothesis that they all belonged to the same panmitic population. However, LBF comparisons between models were low.
These findings were in agreement with the phylogenetic analysis but contrary to Structurama output (K = 1) that considered all sequences to belong to one panmitic population. The
difficulty in resolving the actual population by Structurama
could be due to the few loci used in the study coupled with
low sequence variation across mtCOI sequences, as has been
previously observed in other studies (Wilkinson et al., 2011).
Our findings highlight differences in geneflow between populations in T. vaporariorum vs. B. tabaci. B. tabaci is recognized
as a species complex of 34 species that are morphologically indistinguishable (Boykin et al., 2007; De Barro & Ahmed, 2011;

The evolutionary relationships among the T. vaporariorum
sequences across geographical locations were reconstructed
using both maximum-likelihood and Bayesian phylogenetic
analysis. Both phylogenetic trees resulted in one main clade
1 and a nested clade 1a (fig. 3 and Supplementary fig. 1).
Clade 1 was composed of T. vaporariorum samples from all
the geographical locations, while the nested clade 1a was composed of a subset of T. vaporariorum sequences from Kenya and
one Netherlands sample. This is contrary to previous phylogenetic relationships of T. vaporariorum, where a single
group was observed across T. vaporariorum sequences collected (Roopa et al., 2012; Prijović et al., 2014; Kapantaidaki
et al., 2015). In this study, we report the existence of one
main clade (1) and a well-supported nested clade 1a within
T. vaporariorum. We further assessed the pairwise differences
between representative sequences from clade 1 and nested
clade 1a, with nucleotide pairwise differences ranging between 0.0023 and 0.0068 between clades, while distances within clades were <0.00001 (fig. 4).
We postulate, based on the nucleotide pairwise differences
between clade 1 and the nested clade 1a within the phylogenetic tree, that this divergence could be an early indicator of
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Conclusion
This study provides the first comprehensive analysis of the
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the drivers of genetic divergences within T. vaporariorum
across different geographical regions.
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